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Abstract 
One of the advance computer technologies today perhaps is the system that able to 
communicate with the user via voice. From speak, user need not use hand frequently to 
control the system but with voice, all possible instruction can handle by the system do for 
user. 
This project main purpose is to build a system that able to show this technology 
especially in database. This project named Speech Recognition and Synthesis Repositot 
System (SRn' SRS). With this application, user can retrieve data from the database after 
setup. It works just like a search engine like Yahoo! but the information will be limit d to 
faculty student information. 
This application will be support Malay language and also pointing device for user to 
interact with the computer. Development tool are from Micro oft peech DK .x 
together with Microsoft Platform SOK and Microsoft Visual Studio. The programming 
language for development including Visual M, XML and HTML. 
For this system's function, it can let user to control 6 type of function which include: 
student registration information, tudent name list based on major ubje t and ear Ii t 
of subject in different semester and also student re ult. 
After the development a lot of test cases and testing m thod ha e b en d n . Th 
strength and limitation of system conclude during using the y tern. Problem and 
solution was list out durin te tin . Future enhancement al wa in ludin in th pr ~ t 
in order to enhance the s stem performance. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Project Definition 
The Speech Recognition and Speech Synthesis Repository System (SRn'SSRS) is a 
computer program that allows a user to communicate with the computer in database field 
through human voice. It can be done when user has taking part in training or enrollment for 
a minimum time for system to record the user voice profile. After the lesson, user can alway 
communicate with the system through human natural speaking as an alternative input 
device, with the help of recognition engine's technology, At this stage, it is called pee h 
Recognition (SR). At the same time, the computer also will respond to the user usin 
synthe is engine's technology through speaker to inform the status. At this sta , it is 
called Test-To-Speech (TTS) or Speech Synthesis (S ). This system is just behaved like a 
search engine but the different i nly searching data for certain field and control ia 
voice. 
With the complete of this system, lt can delivery some of the advantages over other input 
device. The advantage of thi · ystem is it help the u ser to get data from the databa " at 
the same time user can continue in their daily works while waiting the ystern t icneratc 
information from the database. When it done, the ystem w111 inform the u er in time. 
It's all done without any movement of hand since mouse is no a main input anym re after 
the activation of thi system. Becau it also support b th Mala and ngli h langu , It 
help the u ser more easily communicate with the computer since Mala i knov ing 
every one. 
n the other hand this system has its uncertainty and limitation. The en ir nm nt take a 
lot or irnpa t to th . st Ill's pcrforrnanc ·. nc iood e ample wa the und fr m th 
bu .k round and th quality of the microphone. Each different user al o require to et up a 
n ·w a· ount, v hi h is trainin for a minimum lesson for the t m t r iz th 
- 1 - 
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sound of the user. It was which is very time consuming tt1F,' ~ , , 
this system w111 get more accurate in recognition the soUild if ·Y§ef e~mpleted the whole 
lesson. 
1.2 Objective 
The objective of this program: 
1. First, to build up a system, which can use Malay language in the method of voice 
to communicate with the computer to get the information that user needs. In this 
system, user can gave a set of instruction to the system via voice command. 
Instead of giving the instruction in a formal way, users can also speaking in a 
more natural command just like a daily communication with each other. This 
system does not fully function with the normal database program like create a 
new format of database management since the system main purpose was helping 
user to interact with the computer in retrieval information or checking from the 
existing database. Lt will just function just like a search engine. 
2. Second, the program is as an alternative for user to interact with the computer via 
voice. lt let user to try a new method since using pointing device or mouse 
sometimes quiet troublesome for certain case, need space for mouse pad or 
mouse not function properly. 
3. Third, which is more to faculty, is to help the faculty have more advance 
technology to use or test before it is become wide use. It let Fakulti ams 
Komputer dan Teknologi Maklumat (FSKTM) able to stand till on top of very 
faculty in Information Technology field. 
4. Fourth, with the support of Malay it also mean the product i suitable for our 
country culture and user friendly, 
-2- 
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1.3 Scope 
Generally, Speech Recognition and Speech Synthesis R;~t~ry ~y~tem (SRn'SSRS) 
provided a convenience way of retrieve information from database using human natural 
speaking concept. With the help of this system, user will be able to support Open 
Database Connectivity (ODBC) structure. It will be performance in Microsoft SQL 
environment. With the first time setup for choosing the type of database, file that store 
the information to retrieve and record user voice profile, the system ready to operate. 
ln voice command environment, user can talk to the system, which the process called 
Speech Recognition (SR). The system will get the voice and generate information 
according to the command and display the result on the screen. The system will also 
notice the user in voice feedback when the process finishes, either pass or fail. The 
process where system talks to the user is called Test-To-Speech (TTS). 
User will also be able to speak to the system in Malay language or nglish. In om 
situation, it also able to detect when user using both Malay and English at the same time. 
This system also supports the function for pointing device even though user is encourage 
to control via voice. The purpose for including the extra support is for helping the user 
able to continue to retrieve the information when the system failed to recognize th 
command. 
Te system development purpose was mainly in speech technology with support-limited 
function of database, which is only searching and retrieve data. So the system will not be 
able to create a new format of database of environment in voice command. It is certainly 
suitable using the traditional way, which is pointing device and keyboard in thi is ue. 
The scope for the system currently only support registration data of FSKTM student It 
means that user only can search nil r lated information for F KTM student but not 
support for the 0U1er faculty currently. 
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As the other way to explain, this system is using 4}i ~ ~ , tt) §~arching related 
information from FSKTM database, beside, u_ ing other intlYt @&l¥i@@ 
The target user for this system is for the staff or lecturer of FSKTM of University Malaya 
who is responsible helping student in registration problems or as references to certain 
information. So, all the presentation or interface is only based on the registration 
environment in FSKTM. Through the system, the user can check some data with giving 
the condition and command to the system. System will generate and respond to the user 
with showing the result on the screen. When the system failed to recognize the user 
command or failed to get data from the database, system will also feedback to user on the 
screen and voice out as a warning or message. 
Beside, every time system generate the information after receiving the result, system will 
also respond back to the user telling that the proce has successfully and read for th 
next command. ft helped user to continue other works without missed the process. 
1.4 Project Significant 
Since in this country still doesn't have a database system that support speech technology 
o it is pos ible that the local market need thi technology, especiall can c mmuni ate in 
Malay language and with some modification, it still can communication in ngli h. 
Another reason is the product which u ing the similar technology like IBM ViaV i r 
Dragon Naturally peaking was so expensive for user. ser who pa that amount f 
mone sometimes never need to use some of the function. The nl u. ed m f th· 
basic function like process speukin or asking computer to read only. er who needs 
onl basic fun tion or ju t focus in in certain field with a Ii •ht pa ka ' ill h Ip in their 
Iinan e. 
- 4 - 
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Finally the product in the market just mention usually re~·,:-.. , e ta ~w~rful processor 
and hungry memory because of their fully package and multifim~t:i~fi. 1t comes to the 
problems that not every user has that such of advance of computer. 
1.5 Project Timeline 
Below is the timetable and Gantt chart for the project timeline: 
Activity Duration Start 
1 
• 'p'l'1 ' :'! 
, , 11 • iinish· " 
(Days) 
Ir 1 ,.):\,11111 [11.1 
!1 1, 
' .. 
System Study 44 1 Jun 2001 1 August 2001 
Requirement Analysis 31 20 Jun 2001 1 August 2001 
Design 43 l August 200 I 28 Sept 2001 
Coding 80 1 Oct 2001 I 8 Jan 2002 
Testing 80 J Oct 2001 18 Jan 2002 
Review 35 3 Dec 2001 18 Jan 2002 
Documentation 143 9 July 200 I 23 Jan 200_ 
Table I. I Project Timetable 
lD TaskNa1ne Jun I July I Aus I ept j Oct I Nov I Des I Jan 
1 System Study 
2 Requirement 
Analysis 
3 Deign 
4 oding 
5 Te tin 
6 Revi w 
7 Dooumentation 
Figure 1.1 antt chart 
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1.6 Summary 
This chapter explains the overview of the proje t defini, · ,n ,.Q,, '~"'·s!i~P of Speech 
Recognition and Speech Synthesis Repos itory S _ t m. The ~) ~t~m w~rks like a search 
engine on the Internet but it using the different technology, which is the speech 
technology for control and interact with the system. While the data store is also specific, 
that's only data of FSKTM student information. It also defines the objective to develop 
due to requirement and market needs. The project limitation also covers in this section, 
same with the scope of the function and the target user. 
- 6 - 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 Speech Recognition and Speech Synthesis Repository System 
Speech technology is one of the most popular for computer fields. Even people with no 
interest in technology became familiar with the idea of talking to the computer. This can 
be seen in a lot of science fiction movie like Star Wars and Star Trek. For a deeper 
knowledge, those system that's support the speech technology have the following 
characteristics: 
• The system able to recognition the voice from the outside 
• The system able to detect either the source is a command for the system or just a 
background noise. 
• The system also able to respond to the user via voice 
The idea behind of creating the Speech Recognition and Speech Synthesis Repository 
System (SRn'SSRS) is the possibility of enabling the user to get the alternative way to 
search data from database beside using keyboard and pointing device. In this system, 
there are 2 modules involved: 
• Speech engine 
• Database 
The speech engine further divided to 2 main engines: 
• Speech Recognition engine ( R) 
• Text-to- peech engine (TTS) 
While the database contain the F KTM (Fakulti ams Komputer dan Teknologi 
Maklumat) student information. It includes student metrics number, year of study, 
. emcst r, c urse taking and etc, 
- 7 - 
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The Speech Recognition engine or sometimes called ~ · =.ifJ=T~f i§ the engine that 
running in background when user intera t with the ) stem \ht ¥~i@@. This engine enables 
the system to generate the voice that receives. It then converts the information to the 
command that system understand and respond with showing the result on the screen. It 
means when user speak through microphone, the microphone converts the voice into an 
analog signal and feeds it to the PC's sound card. An analog-to-digital converter takes the 
signal and converts it to a stream of digital data (ones and zeros). Then the software goes 
to work with the corresponding output. 
The Text-to-Speech engine on the other hand run the process opposite with the speech 
recognition engine. Ln this stage, the engine will convert the text, which the system would 
like to say to voice according to different cases with the help of engine. 
xample case is if a user need to retrieve information about the how many student ta kine 
course name "Latihan llmiah Tahap In, user only need to speak to the computer with n 
suitable command asking the ystem to generate this inf rmation for him/her. The tern 
starts working after recognized user voice and getting the correct command and display 
the result on the screen. After the process, system will ask user to do the further ta k if 
user wish to. 
2.2 Varieties of peech Software 
There are a lot of speech products on the market. These peech products f r the big 
company have a different of choice in upporting different perating tern diff r nt 
programming language and different characteristic and u 'C. ome product an be run in 
Linux platform some .a b .. runnin in Window platform. orne of the pro rram nl an 
be use for reudin e-mail ind some more advance help user to control c e mmand on 
th· omputer, ample is launching a program. For a small and impl pr du t, th 
lan uu e support wns limited to I or 2 most common language that are rid' ide 
knov n. /\, for 11. bi · •r and multiple use products, it could be support up t m r than 
- 8 - 
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market. 
Product Company 
Dragon NaturallySpeaking L&H 
IBM Via Voice IBM Supports speech recognition 
in Brazilian, Portuguese, 
Chinese (Simplified and 
Traditional), French, 
German, Italian, Japanese 
Spanish, U.K. English and 
U.S. English language 
Support speech recognition 
in British nglish, French, 
Italian, German and 
Spanish 
L&H Voice Xpress L&H Specialized dictionary of 
legal and medical 
terminology 
AOL lM Speech 2000 AOL This program enhance 
instant messaging even 
more by providing text-to- 
speech capabilities 
ReadPlease Read the document for user Money Tree Software 
Game Commander Control games with voice Microsoft 
FreeSpeech 2000 Philips Able to control consumer 
electronics and automotive 
device & application 
Tobie 2.1 Speech's product in the market 
- 9 - 
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2.3 Programming Language Support in E~i§'.ti 
A lot of related product exists toda us Visual C -~- ~fl, Vfayal Basic programming 
language. Using Java was also found in some of the mega product that support in helping 
user to develop a new program. These packages of program including the speech program 
and their SOK (Software Development Kit) in order to let programmer to develop a new 
function in suitable language. The purpose for these companies to provide is to help the 
company able to continue produce a powerful of program with the help of programmer 
and continue to exist in the market place. 
For IBM Via Voice Development tools, it enable the programmer to choose variety of 
programming language including Microsoft Visual C , Visual .I++, Visual 
Borland Delphi, Borland C Builder, or IBM YisualAge C+ . Any development 
platform that allows access to C APls and 
develop for Via Voice technologies [ 13]. 
X containment is a. viabl platform to 
As for Dragon Naturally peaking Developer uitc, it contains A tiveX ontrol th t 
make speech-enabling applications easier than ever before. Developers can integrate the 
full capabilities of Dragon NaturallySpeaking directly into their program u in Vi ual 
Basic, Visual C , Delphi, and other development environments supporting the indu try- 
tandard ActiveX pecification. upport is also provided for the Mi ro oft pe h 
Application Programming Interface ( API), which is based on the ornponent bje t 
Model ( M) architecture under Win32. The component object an b a d 
through Cl or Visual Basic Automation [5]. 
2.3.1 Introduction of Visual ++and the Advant·Hges 
Visual -i I is an application development tool developed by Mi ro oft f r 
pro rarnm er l , I 4, I J. ' 1 i a hi rh-level program min Ian ua d 
Stroustrup at Bell Labs. 1 1 odds object-oriented features to its pr de e or, . 
on' or the most popular pro )ramming language for graphical appli ati n tho 
thut run in Windows and Macintosh environment. 
- 10 - 
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2.3.2 Introduction of Visual Basic and the Advantages 
A programming language and environment d 1 ped h) Mi~H~ !~H [g~14,15]. Based on 
the BASIC language, Visual Basic was one of the first products to provide a graphical 
programming environment and a paint metaphor for de eloping user interface. Instead of 
worrying about syntax details, the Visual Basic programmer can add a substantial amount 
of code simply by dragging and dropping controls, such as buttons and dialog boxes, and 
then defining their appearance and behavior. 
Although not a true object-oriented programming language in the strictest sense, Visual 
Basic nevertheless has an object-oriented philosophy. It is sometimes called an event- 
driven language becau e each object can react to different events such as a mouse Ii k. 
Since its launch in 1990, the Visual Basic approach has become the norm for 
programming languages. Now there are visual environments for many prograrnrnin 1 
language, including C, C++, Pascal and Java. Visual Basic is sometimes called Rapid 
Application Development (RAD) system because it enables pr gramrner to qui kl 
build prototype application. RAD is a programming system that enables programmers to 
build a working program in a short period. ln general RAD sy tern provided a number f 
tools help build graphic user interface that would normally take a large environment 
effort. Two of the most popular RAD system for Windows is Visual Basic and Delphi. 
2.4 Structure of peech Recognition and ynthesis ystem 
For developing the speech repository system, one of the tool that use to de p the 
system wa the Micros ft pee ·h oftware Devel pment Kit fl pee h 
5.0. With the help of this K the system will be able to integrate the peech re gnition 
u spce h s nthesis ·111in with the Micro ·oft peech /\Pl . API . ( 181. API . 
consists or interface' 11 I: 
• /\ppli ation I ro rarnrnin 1 Interface /\Pl 
• I vice I riv ·r Int ·rfoc (I I I) 
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The SAPI 5.0 APl dramatically reduces the code overheag ~wre ·~0r mi application to 
use speech recognition and synthesis, making speech more Y§~h e fllr more applications 
by developer. 
2.4.1 API and DDI Overview 
The SAPI 5.0 DDI and API remove the implementation details such as multi-threading 
and audio device management making speech synthesis and recognition engines and 
applications convenient. 
API { 
SAPI Runtime 
DOI { 
Figure 2.1 APl and DDl 
2.4.2 API Events 
In both speech recognition and speech synthesis, application receives events. For 
example when words of text spoken by user to system have been recognized or when 
system spoken the words. SAPI components that have generated the events will start 
running to notify the source. When the application receives a notification, it will either 
retrieves or remove the events [ t 9]. 
2.4.3 A Pl for peech ynthcsis 
For basic speech synthesis, and application need to use an interface for synthesize speech 
for the text passed in as tl parameter. In addition to generating speech from plain text, an 
application can place synthesis markup language within the text pa sed into interface. 
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This markup language is based on the XML format. Th@ .~ .. - !t @f th@ text (either 
Unicode or ANSl) will automatically be dete t d [19], 
2.4.4 DDI for Speech Synthesis 
In Device Driver Interface (DDI), a SAPI speech synthesis engine also implements a 
different interface in this case. SAPI, rather than the engine, performs XML parsing of 
the input text stream. The Speak method is handed a linked list of text fragments with 
their associated XML attribute state. The TTS engine uses this interface to queue events 
and write output data. Even though SAPI is a free-threaded architecture, the TTS engine 
instances will always be called by SAPJ on a single thread. TTS engines are never 
directly accessed by applications. SAPI ensures that all parameter validation and thread 
synchronization has been properly performed before the TTS engine was called [I ]. 
2.4.5 API for Speech Recognition 
As for speech recognition, the APl uses another type of interface mainly for this purpos 
in handling the events. This interface works as the speech application's vehicle for 
receiving notifications for the requested speech recognition events [19]. 
2.4.6 DOI for Speech Recognition 
At the most basic level, the API 5.0 Recognition DDI provide the functionality for an 
engine to receive audio data from SAPI and return phra e recognitions. There are 
interfaces that use for it: one i implemented by the engine and another on 
implemented by API. The SAPI interface also provides speech engine method for 
communicating more detailed information on what the engin recognize . ramrnar and 
speakers provide information to engines that better help them recognize pee h and arc a 
critical part of the communication between API and speech engine fl ]. 
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2.5 Characteristics of Speech Recognition And 5yntb~sis Repository 
System 
~ Separates Speech Engine from Repository System 
With the help of interface connecting between a database and a speech system, it 
make possible for the system engine separate with the database. Separating the 
speech engine and the database makes the speech engine to easily support any 
data of the new database, and any changes of data will not be affected to speech 
engine. The same also came to speech engine, where any maintenance of the 
program will also safe for the data in database. 
)- Need to Record User Voice Profile 
All user need to follow a minimum of 20 minutes training period in order to let 
the system to recognized user voice. To get more accurate result, sometimes the 
user needs to follow the lesson for an hour long. 
)- Performance Affected by Background Environment and Hardware 
If the system place in a silent room, the performances will better than in an open 
noisy area. The microphones that use to communicate with the computer uggest 
to place near the user mouth and recommend using the headset microphone. 
The Speed of User Speaking 
In most of the speech system, it all needs the user to speak in a gentle with a clear 
voice in order to let. system manage to catch the entire message. 
ontinuous vs. Discrete 
If speech recognition is continuous [I, 12], users can speak to the system 
naturally. lf it's discrete, u ers need to pause between each word. Ob iou I , 
continuous recognition is preferred over discrete recognition, but continuous 
recognition takes more processing power. 
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);.. Vocabulary Size 
Speech recognition can support a mall or large vgoo'billruy [1,12]. Small- 
vocabulary recognition allows users to gi e simple commands to their computers. 
To dictate a document, the system must have large-vocabulary recognition. Large- 
vocabulary recognition takes a lot more processor power and memory than small- 
vocabulary recognition 
, Combination of Characteristics 
"Command and Control" speech recognition is continuous, small vocabulary, and 
speaker independent [l, 12]. This means that users can use several hundred 
different commands or phrases. If a user says a command that is not in the list the 
speech-recognition system will return either "not recognized," or will think it 
heard a similar-sounding command. Because users of ommand and ontrol can 
say only specific phrases, the phrases must be either visible on the s r n--. o 
intuitive that all users will know what to say--or the users must learn what phrases 
they can say. "Discrete Dictation" speech recognition is discret , larg 
vocabulary, and speaker dependent. It's used to dictate text into word processors 
or mail, or for natural-language commands. Although users may sa an thin 
they wish, they must leave pauses between words, making the speech unnatural 
;.... Makes Mistakes 
Since this technology still in development phase, it still could make mistake. 8 
percent of accuracy i till the target in 10 commands. o the erall n 111 n 
in correcting errors i s ju t as important as the recognition itself in the o erall goal 
of producing an error-frees stern 
);.. Mntchln~ Techniques 
Speech-recognition engines match 1:1 detected word to a kn wn word u ing ne f 
thes • tc hniqucs 11 I: 
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• Whole-word matching. The engine com~ 
signal against a prerecorded template of the ~"': ~ • i§ t§ehnique takes 
much less processing than sub word matching, but it f~quires that the user 
(or someone) prerecord every word that will be recognized - sometimes 
several hundred thousand words. Whole-word templates also require large 
amounts of storage (between 50 and 512 bytes per word) and are practical 
only if the recognition vocabulary is known when the application is 
developed. 
• Sub word matching. The engine looks for sub words - usually phonemes 
- and then performs further pattern recognition on those. This technique 
takes more processing than whole-word matching, but it requires much 
less storage (between 5 and 20 bytes per word). In addition, the 
pronunciation of the word can be guessed from English text without 
requiring the user to speak the word beforehand. 
2.6 Speech Recognition Mode 
A speech recognition system can be used in many different modes [l,12]. There are: 
1. Speaker-dependent or independent 
2. Isolated word recognition 
3. Continuous speech recognition 
4. Keyword spotting 
•:• peaker Depend nt / Independent ystem 
A speaker-dependent system is u system that must be trained on a specific speaker in 
order to recognize accurately what has been said. To train a system, the speaker is 
asked to record predefined words or sentences that will be analyzed and whose 
analysis results wilt be stored. This mode is mainly used in dictation sy terns where a 
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single speaker is using the speech recognition s st~l't , @-' :~s E, -·"· · · ,~ any speaker 
without any training procedure can use speaker-ind~·~flti@·'"t §~§·@·'· §, Those systems 
are thus used in applications where it i not possible ·t~ h~v~ a training stage 
(telephony applications, typically). lt is also clear that the accuracy for the speaker- 
dependent mode is better compared to that of the speaker-independent mode [1]. 
•:• Isolated Word Recognition 
This is the simplest speech recognition mode and the less greedy in terms of CPU 
requirement Each word is surrounded by a silence so that word boundaries are well 
known. The system does not need to find the beginning and the end of each word in a 
sentence. The word is compared to a list of words models, and the model with the 
highest score is retained by the system. This kind of recognition is mainly used in 
telephony application to replace traditional method [1]. 
•:• Continuous Speech Recognition 
Continuous speech recognition is much more natural and user-friendly. It assum s th 
computer is able to recognize a sequence of words in a sentence. But this mode 
requires much more CPU and memory, and the recognition accuracy is really inferi r 
compared with the preceding mode [1]. Continuous speech recognition more difficult 
than isolated word recognition because: 
• Speakers pronunciation is less careful 
• Speaking rate is less constant 
• Word boundaries are not necessarily clear 
•:• Keyword potting 
Thi, mode has been created to cover the gap between continuous and i olated pee h 
recognition I 1, I 1. Recognition · stems based on ke word sp ning ar bl 
identi f in a sentence a word or a group of words corresponding to a particular 
ornmand. For xumpl 1 in th case of a virtual kiosk pr viding an u t rn r with th 
wo ton sp • ·iol deportment in a supermarket, there arc many di ercnt wa o asking 
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this kind of information. One possibility could be "He· 'le , . 
way to the television department". The system sht'>Y:lg be a ie t~ @~tfact from the 
sentence the important word "television" and to give the ~~i~·t~d information to the 
customer. This is also the mode to use in this system development. 
2.6.1 Speech Recognition Process Flow 
Figure 2.3 showed the process flow of speech recognition [10]: 
US:R SOUfl>CARD 
SPEEai 
RECOQNITI~ SPEEai-AWARE 
ENCINE APPLICATION 
WAATD 
TAVM 
llI s 
IH IT 
WHAT TIME 
IS IT 
' User speaks irto 
the nicrophone. 
Mcrophone capures 
sotn:I waves and 
generates electrical 
i rTp.JI 93 s. 
Eb tn:I card 
conwrts 
acoustical signal 
to digial signal. 
~dl recogniion 
engine coverts 
dig ital si !J1al to 
phonerms, then 
words. 
.Aw~cciion 
processes 
words as text 
nput. 
Figure 2.2 Speech recognition process flow 
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2.7 Speech Synthesis Mode 
For speech synthesis module, there are mainly two moo@ t)f met'· ecl u~~d~ which are 
[2,9]: 
1. Formant Synthesis 
2. Concatenative Synthesis 
•!• Formant Synthesis 
Formant synthesis is based on the source-filter model. A source provides a constant 
noise, which is passed through a filter to produce speech. The source is described in 
term of its intensity and frequency and the filter using a small set of formants. 
Formants are frequency regions of relatively great intensity in a sound spectrum. Du 
to their large intensity it is possible to recreate the characteristic quality of a sound 
using only a small set of formants. Formant synthesis has been the most common! 
used form of speech synthesis in recent times. Many intelligible, yet noticeabl 
synthesized, systems have been produced. However, the manufactured quality of th 
speech has rekindled research into other techniques [2,9]. 
•!• Concatenative Synthesis 
Concatenative synthesis operates by connecting pre-recorded segment of natural 
language. For easy explanation, it is record own the human voice and cut it int mall 
segment for different words. This tends restrict these method to a single voice. 
Key to performing concatenative synthe ·is is selecting the length of a h re rd d 
segment. sing short segments, such as words, will sound disjointed. H we er u mg 
larger segments, such ass ntences, will require large storage requir m nt . 
There is interest in using concatenativc synthesis where the quality of peech i of 
hi ih priorit and th breadth of vocabulary required is quite . mall. T r me th 
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disjoint flow of combined sentences a "smoot · · g - ut~; 
sometimes employed [2,9]. 
phase is 
2.7.1 Advantages and Disadvantages 
• Advantages of Formant Synthesis 
Formant synthesis is very flexible, able to produce an infinite number of sounds. 
Additionally, it has comparatively reduced complexity compared to other methods 
[9]. 
• Advantages of Concatenative Synthesis 
The quality of speech is very good, as it exactly mirrors that of a human [9]. 
• Disadvantages of Formant Synthesis 
The quality of a given formant synthesis machine tends to favor a small sub et of 
sound. To favorably cover alt the sounds necessary for human speech can require 
quite sophisticated combinations of these individual machines [9]. 
• Disadvantages of Concatenative Synthesis 
It can be difficult to find a good balance between the storage space of large 
segments and the quality of the natural flow of speech [9]. 
2. 7 .2 Speech Synthesis Process Flow 
Figure 2.3 below show the process flow of speech synthesis involved [ 1 O]: 
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SPEE Qi-AWARE 
APPLICATION 
SPEECH 
S'r'NTHE SIS 
ENGINE 
SOONDCARD 
ONE 0 CLOCK 
Vv' AHN 
0\\1 
KLAOlill 
Application generates ~eech synthesis engine converts 
111Jords as texi output. 111Jords into phonetic and prosodic 
S)mbols and generates digfal 
audio stream. 
&l und card converts to 
acoustical signal and 
arrplifies through 
spea "8rs. 
Figure 2.3 Speech synthesis process flow 
2.8 Comparison Existing Product 
The objective of comparison the product in the market is to check if the idea. of product 
now can have any function that's needed to be added or modify in the system that will 
develop. In this comparison, IBM Via Voice has been chosen as the target of compari on. 
No doubt that IBM Via Voice comes in a lot of function and advance function and 
performance. As a leading Information Technology company, IBM began elling 
commercial speech recognition products using its own technology in 1992. In 1993 IBM 
released its first personal speech product, the IBM Personal Dictation tern ~ r 
This product was the first high accuracy speech recognition product available 
commercially. In 1996 IBM broke ground again, thi time with lBM VoiceT p impl 
Speaking - the world's first commercially available retail offering of high-a.ccurac 
spoken dictation technology. Jn I · 7 IBM raised the bar once more and relca d ta 
Voice - the first continuous speech technology spoken dictation pr duct in the famil . 
With the adv int or Via Voice technology, users no longer had to pla h rt pau e 
between words as they spoke, instead they could speak freely and normall . With Via 
Voi ·e I M ho, u set or tc hnolo nos that have actually started u on a j um t ,. ard 
m eetin our s ·t cxpectutions from science fiction. ntil recently, IBM ha relea e the 
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IBM Via Voice Version 8. With more then 10 years h m§e · ~n ·· ~ 
speech technology, IBM has added a lot of function in ~v@ey n~w version. But this 
product also has some disadvantages and some requirement that did not have. The 
problems are: 
l. Even though it supports multiple languages, but it did not support Malay 
language. 
2. It was expensive. It cost $28.00(RM 106.40) for Via Voice Personal Edition to 
$190.00 (RM722) for Via Voice Pro Edition [13]. 
3. Users pay more but just never use all the functions provide. They usually only 
need some of it for daily task. 
4. With the multifunctional package, it also needs higher processor clock speed and 
hungry memory. But not every user have advance computer to have good 
performance. It means it slow down the user's computer. 
With the problems above, the system that will be develop will try to solve some of the 
problems: 
I. The system will only support speech recognition and synthesis in database field. 
In the other words it just like a search engine but input keyword via voice. 
2. The system will support Malay language and pointing device for certain case 
when system foiled to recognition the command. 
3. The program will be small and with just some basic daily function 
4. ser an speak with the computer with more natural. 
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2.9 Microsoft Access SQL 
Most relational database management system (RDBMS) to®y pfovided some type of 
query or data management language to access database. It allows users to access 
information in database in a simple and flexible manner and one of the most popular 
query languages called Structured Query Language (or SQL). SQL is part of the DBMS 
(Database Management System). Users can access a database using SQL and they can 
write program, which can include SQL commands. Figure 2.4 illustrates this explanation 
[18]: 
Users SQL 
DBMS 
Data 
Figure 2.4 Place of SQL in DBMS 
SQL has 2 components, which are: 
I. Data Definition Language (DDL) 
2. Data Manipulation Language (DML) 
DDL is use to define the database structure while DML used to manipulate the data. 
2.9.1 SQL Commands 
S L commands am not case sensitive. They can be typed in upper, lower r mixed a e. 
Fore ample, users .an t pe EL· T, elect or select. ut on e epti n in thi rul : th 
literal chara .ters must be entered exactly us they appear in the databa e. or example if 
the databns stores " J1d Matriks" and users search "kad matrik " the re rd ' uld not 
be found. 
The following conventions ore used in the literature: 
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• Uppercase letters are used to represent re erved 1~'" 1'·"' · ·"1"'·" 
• Lower case is used to represent user-defined ,. Of: ,_, 1 
• Vertical bars (I) are used to represent optional eltml~ts. 
• Square brackets [] are used to indicate optional elements. 
• Curly brackets {} are used to indicate optional elements. 
• Ellipsis (,.,) are used to represents optional repetition of an item (0 or more 
times). 
Anyway, this product has some of the disadvantages: programmability and multimedia 
data support. For writing own business applications and put part of the code in the 
database itself (as opposed to putting all the code into applications that run on Windows 
client systems), and for those who are moving to HTML- or Java-based database client 
applications, SQL Server provides less built-in functionality and will be harder to use 
than DB2, Informix, Oracle, or Sybase. 
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2.10 Summary 
This chapter has discussed the concept how speech re cos11·t'!i@!- a - J -lf, th~~fa works with 
the database. The speech technologies have _ fields whi h ~® f §0 ·-· ition and synthesis, 
that using the different engine. This chapter also discusses how th~ process works for 
these 2 engines in flow chart. Further explanation including method or mode of speech 
recognition and speech synthesis used. For speech recognition are: speaker-dependent or 
independent, isolated word recognition, continuous speech recognition and keyword 
spotting. While for speech synthesis are: Formant synthesis and Concatenative synthesis. 
During the development, references of the product in the market also involved. IBM Via 
Voice has been chosen for purpose of comparison with the system will be developed. 
Study of other product (including IBM) in their type of programming language also 
needed to help in process development. 
The main tools: Microsoft Speech DK 5.0 also including in these chapter inc, planation 
the structure and interface involved, API (Application Program Interface) and 001 
(Device driver lnterface). Together with this chapter also introduce some of th 
programming language in the market for development this speech technology. The 
introduction of the programming language cover in this chapter including Vi ual 
and Visual Basic. 
This system mainly focusing on speech technology. Since it involve database 
xplanation of Microsoft QL a an example for L also cover in thi chapter. 
Survey in the market and internet also help me notice that currently there i no other 
similar system that using Malay Language to control the sear hing fr m th databa that 
is suitable for the university, while the existing product like IBM Via Voi e c ta I t f r 
personal and corporate user, tud the advantages and the disad anta of th pr du t 
and technolo also helped me to know which technology is suitable u e in pcech 
r • o mition and s nthcsis. For sp ·ech recognition 1 will using the Ke word porting 
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technique since it allow user to speak naturally ' hil 
speech synthesis I use the Formant Synthesis method due t~, -'!~ :f 1;~. 
@ t~ work. For 
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Chapter 3 
Methodology 
3.1 Methodologies In Development System 
There are some methodologies to development a system [8]. To name a few, there are: 
1 . Waterfall Model 
2. V-Shape Model 
3. Prototyping Model 
4. Incremental Model 
5. Spiral Model 
•:• Waterfall Model 
This model is well-define development in which one phase has to be finished befor 
the next phase. 1t is simple to use. Waterfall model is used when the problem is very 
well understood. Usually, designers use the waterfall model to develop a simple 
system because it is hard to change if the model is used. If customers come b and 
ask for changing requirements, designers will have to start from the scratch becau e 
there is no fast way to design the system with the new requirement. Al o there i a 
big problem for testing later if there is a change in requirement. The testers do not 
have well-define set of test cases so the test is easy to fail. In brief waterfall m d I 
is used if designers have a well-defined list of user requirements. 
•:• V-Sha1>e Model 
This model is similar to waterfall model and the only different is that each te t phase 
matches each developm .. nt phase: requirements with tern te tin· high-I 
desi n with intc ration testin >, and detailed design with unit testing. V- hape rn del 
is an improved version of waterfall model. V-shape model do not run into th 
problem that the software is impossible to be tested because ystcrn test, integration 
t ·st, and unit t ·st ar · planed ahead. For example, when we plan the re uir m nt v 
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also plan for system testing. Therefore, when the sy~·m, ·§ - u·it ~ve · av~ a whole set 
of test cases for system testing. By that way, the syst~m " e , @et,, se:r requirements. 
•!• Prototyping Model 
This model is the technique, which helps designers and users to clarify the 
requirement of the system. A testing model or prototype is developed by the designer 
and evaluated by users and from the feedback, the designer will be able to improve 
the program when redesign the model. The Prototype model is a good model for the 
project, which has unambiguous user requirement. The model will help users to 
understand what they actually want. A throw-away prototype is developed so that 
users can realize what the system like. The prototype model is also good for 
deploying the new technology. Before the technology is used, users are interested in 
know whether the technology works or not. Therefore, the prototype is a neat way to 
demonstrate the idea to users or customers. 
•:• Incremental Model 
This model needs the designer to develop the software in a number of stages and is 
able to deliver the product early. At each phase the designer have a goal to deli er 
certain feature to customer. Incremental model is good for fast delivering product to 
the marker place. Incremental model has many advantages over the other techniques. 
One of advantages is that the system can be developed at several stages. Each stage 
has its own requirement; usually it has certain features or core of the system. Each 
stage can use V-shape, prototype or waterfall model to develop the requirement for 
this stage. Regardless what kind of model is used in each stage, the product with 
certain features must be done at the end of the stage. Incremental model satisfies the 
requirement of fast delivery to the market place, o business people are interested in 
this model. 
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•:• Spiral Model 
This model is using an interactive method. The '11100@1 §!f~f: '~ m.ke§ risks into 
account. The designers develop a small pa.rt of the prnj~@-t af}cl @!valuate the risks. If 
the risk is low, designers keeps developing more features. Spiral model is heavily 
involved in risks management. lf designer have a project with a very high risks, the 
designer should use spiral model. Every iteration, designer has a chance to evaluate 
the risks and to forecast whether the project keeps going or stops. For each iteration, 
similar to incremental model stage, designer can use V-shape, prototype, or waterfall. 
Spiral model is usually used in the large project such as financial system, wireless 
cellular communication management system, network management system. 
Waterfall model, V-shape model, and prototyping model are three basic models, whi h 
can be used, in small project. Incremental model and spiral model are usually used in the 
large project. When the large project is divided into well-defined small project (or phase 
or stage or iteration), a small project can use waterfall, V-shape, or prototyping model. 
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3.1.1 Explanation of Waterfall Model 
Figure 3.1 Waterfall Model 
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l. Requirements and Definition 
The requirement includes analyzing the software prt)bl@"§: §@·- 1 
specification of the design external behavior ofth software ~~···t@m a:F~ 'built in this stage. 
2. Systems and Software Design 
ln this stage, system is split into actual components. It is then decomposes into smaller 
subcomponents until it can be divided by the developer. Software design involves 
representing the software system function in a form that may be transforming into one or 
more program. 
3. Implementation and Unit Testing 
In this stage each subcomponents or program units are implemented in real time. Unit te t 
involves checked each coded module for the presence of bugs. This stage will ensure that 
each subcomponent behave according to the specifications as stated before. 
4. Integration and System Testing 
During this stage, all the subcomponents are combined into a complete system. st m 
testing will involve checking the entire software system to ensure that it fulfill the 
software requirement. 
5. Operations and Maintenance 
Maintenance means continue detecting and repamng bugs after deployment. It will 
improve the implementation of the subcomponents and enhancing the y tern ser ice a 
new requirement are discovered. 
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3.2 Justification of Development Methodology 
After define the method above, Waterfall Model is th~ ma 
system. It is because: 
1. This system has 3 phases, which are speech recognition, speech synthesis and 
database. 
2. Develop for speech recognition and synthesis needs to be separate for the first 
stage and only join together when two different engines can run according to user 
need. 
3. Before the speech synthesis combine together with the speech recognition, testing 
need to do for each phase. 
4. Development for database will join the speech system (recognition and synthesis) 
when the database successfully builds up. 
5. When the database built up, testing also needed in a normal format without the 
speech system. 
6. After the combination of all the phase, again process testing will test to see any 
error occur. 
7. Any requirement to improvement the system will make the system to test again 
and check for new bugs. 
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I Information Gathering 
fore design this Speech Recognition System 
~n'SSRS), the first task for me to do is to collect the inform~ti ''" @'" how the similar 
hnology worked. That's information is for me to know about the process involved and 
: tools to be use. I also collect information about the example coding provided by the 
ils in order to help me understand the explanation of the system deeper. Information 
ught for this project from 3 main resources, there are: 
l. Internet 
2. Bilik Dokumen from FSKTM (Fakulti Sains Komputer dan Teknologi Maklumat) 
3. References Books 
hese 3 methods have helped me a lot in gather related information regarding knowledge 
r programming, tools and database . 
. 3.1 Internet 
low a day, a Jot of information flooding in the cyberspace. To get related information is 
asier than before. But due to so many information in the Internet, getting relevant 
nformation become harder. Therefore, a good search engine need to help to solve this 
roblem. The searching that I use is: 
1. Google (http://www.google.com) 
2. MSN (http://www.msn.com) 
3. Yahoo! (http://www.yahoo.com) 
The reason to use search engine: 
I. Find out the existing product 
2. Find out the sollwure availuble 
Find out the progrnmming tools for development 
4. Find out step in development. a good system 
ct help on the Int ernet from newsgroup and references 
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3.3 Information Gathering 
Before design this Speech Recognition and Speech , "''@~H ,-,~~§itt>:ry System 
(SRn'SSRS), the first task for me to do is to collect the inft>rm~f 'fi tlfl how the similar 
technology worked. That's information is for me to know about the process involved and 
the tools to be use. l also collect information about the example coding provided by the 
tools in order to help me understand the explanation of the system deeper. Information 
sought for this project from 3 main resources, there are: 
1. Lnternet 
2. Bilik Dokumen from FSKTM (Fakulti Sains Komputer dan Teknologi Maklumat) 
3. References Books 
These 3 methods have helped me a lot in gather related information regarding knowledge 
of programming, tools and database. 
3.3.1 Internet 
Now a day, a lot of information flooding in the cyberspace. To get related information is 
easier than before. But due to so many information in the Internet, getting rele ant 
information become harder. Therefore, a good search engine need to help to solve this 
problem. The searching that I use is: 
1. Google (http://www.google.com) 
2. MSN (http://www.msn.com) 
3. Yahoo! (http://www.yahoo.com) 
The reason to use search engine: 
I. Find out the existing product 
2. Find out the softwar · available 
Find out the programming tools for development 
4. 'ind out step in development a good system 
JCt help on the Internet. from newsgroup and references 
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3.3.2 Bilik Dokumen 
Bilik Dokumen also is another source for me to gather infur-ma·;·e,: A' 1 ~Y!h I can't find 
any related topic for my system, I do get some of the informatian fiaggrdin~ development 
methodology and the documents they're also giving me a brief idea in develop a system. 
The documents there also help me getting information in choosing related programming 
with the analysis provided. 
3.3.3 References Books 
References books that I refer were the one related with my system and can giving me a 
quick understanding on time. The references are programming and database references 
books. 
3.4 Development Tools 
After gather information, I need to decide which programming language and tools to use 
for development purpose. For programming language, after trying Visual Basic and Java, 
I found that l need to choose the tools for development. It is because different 
development tools support different language and giving different information and help 
in the language they prefer. l have try the Chant's SpeechKit, Microsoft Speech SDK5.x 
and Microsoft Platform SDK 2000, I decided to use Microsoft product as the tools to help 
me. The reason for me to choose it because: 
1. These Microsoft product (Microsoft Speech SDK5.x and Microsoft Platform SOK 
2000) are free to download. Although the size of the programs were big, but I was 
able to downJoad it from faculty that provided faster Internet connection speed. 
2. Microsoft product object oriented programming like Visual Basic and Visual 
3. hant's peecKit also giving free download service but I only giving 60 days of 
development. It was not enough for me since l need to take days to familiar with 
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the tools and method it given. These problem \ ~"l · ~ §8' ¥~g if l pay for 
minimum of $29 (RM 120) [11]. 
Since the tools [choose is Microsoft product and it support Visual basic and Visual C++, 
T decided to use Visual C++ because the help comes with Visual C++ explanation and 
focusing on that language. Another reason I using Visual C++ due to its object oriented 
programming, which enable programmers to create modules that do not need to be 
changed when a new type of object is added. A programmer can simply create a new 
object that inherits many of its features from existing objects. This makes object-oriented 
programs easier to modify. 
l also need to learn XML (eXtensible Markup Language) and COM (Component Object: 
Model)[l 8] for speech recognition and synthesis purpose. Introduction and reason of 
using XML and COM will explain a short well. I also decided using HTML as part of 
creating the help file. 
As for database tools, T have try Microsoft Access 2000 just to see the environment of 
database. But since the system need to be able to display as user request and support a 
large database, so I decided to use Microsoft SQL so the system can perform, as user 
likes to. 1 have also gather some information from the faculty staff in order to see the 
currently display method of student information. The reason using SQL because: 
1. It is easy to learn as its syntax is similar of the nglish language 
2. It uses a free format 
3. everal people such as end-users, database designers and database admini trators 
can use it. 
4. It is a non-procedural language. That means users can specify what information 
that want, rather than how to et. that information. 
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The reason of choosing Microsoft Access SQL because: 
1. This system is using a Microsoft Windows platform to develop. So it is wisely to 
use the program that compatible with the operating system 
2. Microsoft supports ODBC (Open Database Connectivity, a Microsoft standard 
defining how Windows applications access database data) and OLE DB (Object 
Linking and Embedding Database), a new Microsoft standard defining how 
applications access database data) because the system to develop will involved I 
of these 2 technologies [3]. 
3. Microsoft SQL can run in Windows 9x and above. It did help the developer to 
get less trouble in order to upgrade to Window 2000. 
Its user-friendly environment help beginner user who familiar with the Windows to learn 
faster. 
3.4.1 XML 
XML is subset of the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) defined in ISO 
standard 8879: 1986 that is designed to make it easy to interchange structured documents 
over the lnternet. XML files always clearly mark where the start and end of each of the 
logical parts (called elements) of an interchanged document occurs. XML restricts the use 
of SGML constructs to ensure that fallback options are available when access to certain 
components of the document is not currently possible over the Internet. It also defines 
how Internet Uniform Resource Locators can be used to identify component parts of 
XML data streams [4,6,14,15,16]. 
By defining the role of each element of text in a formal model, known as a Document 
Typ D tftnttion (DTD) users of XML can check that each component of document 
occurs in a valid pince within the interchanged data stream. An XML DTD allows 
computers to check, for example, that users do not accidentally enter a third-level 
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heading without first having entered a second-level heading, se . eti: g e> 
checked using the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) :J)rnVit}y., i¥ y~~d to code 
documents that form part of the World Wide Web (WWW) of documents accessible 
through the lnternet. 
However, unlike SGML, XML does not require the presence of a DTD. If no DTD is 
available, either because all or part of it is not accessible over the Internet or because the 
user failed to create it, an XML system can assign a default definition for undeclared 
components of the markup. 
XML allows users to: 
• Bring multiple files together to form compound documents 
• Identify where illustrations are to be incorporated into text files, and the format 
used to encode each illustration 
• Provide processing control information to supporting programs, such as document 
validations and browsers 
• Add editorial comments to a file. 
It is important to note, however, that XML is not: 
• A predefined set of tags, of the type defined for HTML, that can be used to 
markup documents 
• A standardized template for producing particular types of documents. 
XML was not designed to be a standardized way of coding text: in fact it i impo ibl to 
devise a single coding scheme that would be suit all languages and all applications. 
Instead XML is formal language that can be used to pass information about th 
component parts of a document to another computer system. XML i flexible enough to 
be able to describe any logical text structure, whether it is a form, memo, I tter report 
book, encyclopedia dictionary or database. 
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Why the system needs to use XML? It is because SAPI uses X1 
following two methods [19]: 
1. The SAPI context-free grammar compiler compiles the XML grammar into a 
binary grammar format. The compiled binary grammar is loaded into the SAPI 
runtime environment from a file, memory, or object (.DLL) resource. 
2. The speech recognition (SR) engine queries the runtime environment for available 
grammar information. 
I, o ' I 
.,,1 
i(','• I ' 
f ,' • ! 
' . ,, ... , '' 
Figure 3.2 How XML grammars compiles to binary grammar 
To makes thing clear, even though XML have a relationship with HTML and web pages, 
but when using the XML to develop the speech system, the format that SAPI 5.0 uses is 
not placed inside web pages. SAPI application that is synthesizing text from a web page 
will "render" HTML+ACSS into SAPI's synthesis markup format. Programs apply a 
default ACSS file when synthesizing web pages that do not have an associated ACSS 
file. 
3.4.2 OM 
COM is a model for binary code developed by Microsoft. The Component Object Model 
( OM) enables programmers to develop objects that can be access by any COM- 
compliant application. This architecture can use for defining interfaces and interaction 
among objects implemented by widely varying software applications. A COM object 
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instantiates one or more interfaces, each of which expos!:) 0·@ ~roperties and 
zero or more methods. All COM interfaces are d ri · ed ftorn th@ 'ba§® @1~~~ !Unknown. 
Technologies built on the COM foundation include ActiveX, MAPI and OLE [14,15]. 
3.5 Hardware Requirement 
3.5.1 Development Environment 
• AMO TunderBird 1.1 GHz Processor 
• 256MBRAM 
• 32M Graphic Card 
• 17" inch Monitor with 1024 X 768 resolution 
• Sound Blaster compatible sound card 
• 20 GB Hard Disk 
• Microphone 
• Speaker 
3.5.2 Runtime Environment 
• A Pentium-equivalent or later processor at 200 MHz or higher 
• 32 MB RAM (Recommend 128MB RAM) 
• Around 80 MB of hard disk space 
• Minimum 15" inch monitor 
• Sound Blaster compatible sound card 
• Microphone 
• Mouse 
• Speaker 
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3.6 Software Requirement 
3.6.l Development Environment 
• Microsoft Visual C++ 6 with Service Pack 3 or later version 
• Microsoft Speech SDK 5.0 
• Microsoft Platform SDK April 2000 or later version 
• Microsoft Access 2000 
• Microsoft Windows 98 Second Edition 
• Microsoft Office 2000 
• lnstallShield 5.5 Professional Edition 
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 or Netscape 4.7x 
3.6.2 Runtime Environment 
• Window 98 and later, Window NT and Window 2000 
• Database Program with ODBC support 
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 or Netscape 4.7x 
• Microsoft Visual C+-t 6 with Service Pack 3 or later version 
• Microsoft Speech SDK 5.0 or later 
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3.7 Summary 
This chapter has explained some of the methodologies in @1§~@1 tli', ,@fit, sy~tem. Using 
Waterfall Model is a suitable for development in Sp~!i1@h j,~6@!fiithm and Speech 
Synthesis Repository System" because this system needs to break to 3-sub system and 
then break again to sub module. 1t is good since all the requirement and study of the 
system have been done before starting the design phase. With this systematic and 
planning, the system can be done more quickly and any changes will only involved in 
improvement of the system. 
Method of information gathering also touches in this chapter. The sources I get mainly 
fro Internet, Bilik Dokumen and references book. 
Programming tools used in development this system also explain here. IBM ViaVoice 
SDK 8.0, SpeechKit and Microsoft Speech SDK 5.0 are three development tools used to 
compare each other. Microsoft Speech SDKS.0 has been chosen since it is free and all the 
development environment process will be test in Windows environment. Using Microsoft 
product will help in development because stable and compatible issue wills no more an 
important problems. It also helps the developer to check or debug the system correctl 
when notice the program cannot run properly. Developer only need to check the script 
and time for checking will be reduce. 
Since I have choosing the Microsoft Speech SDKS.0 and Microsoft Platform SOK 2000 
I need to use Visual C , XML and COM for development my system. XML and COM 
also introduced in this section. 
For the database part, Microsoft SQL has been chosen. Microsoft Q is one of the 
powerful, multi functional database management tools that help u er t managem nt and 
control the larue system easily and its user-friendly interface helped beginner u er to 
learn roster. 
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For the software and hardware requirement, those rcfcrer ·-'t' a~ f;e :~r , oft Speech 
SDK5.0 help file. Anyway, process speech recognition aai see e' -thesis require 
different of minimum resource in terms of processor power and memory. The list here is 
only a references and base on the more hungry resource, which is speech recognition. 
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Chapter 4 
System Design 
4.1 System Design 
Speech Recognition and Speech Synthesis Repository System (SRn'SSRS) can be 
divided to 2 main programs: 
1. Speech application 
2. Database 
Further, the speech application has 2 main functions, as showed in figure 4. I, which are: 
1. Speech recognition function (engine) 
2. Speech synthesis function (engine) 
Speech Recognition and Synthesis Repository System 
Interacted Interacted 
Interface 
Figure 4.1 System overview 
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4.2 Design Overview 
The system design can be divided to 3 parts, which am: 
l. Speech recognition program design 
2. Speech synthesis program design 
3. Database design 
The design basically start with create user interface and after that only move to create 
database function. This system function will be added with the help of Microsoft Speech 
SDK5.x, Microsoft Platform SDK and Microsoft Visual C++. 
4.3 Program Structuring Design 
To make the system work well, I have tried some of the ex.ample provided Microsoft. 
Speech SDKS.x. I found that the program example was responded sensitively until the 
sound of fan will make the system respond in the way user never want to. I decided to 
make some changes of my system base on this problem to reduce the sensitively but still 
able to detect the user speaking. 
My solution is every time the user ask the system do some task, he/she need to call the 
system name to let system know that he/she is talking to it and then follow the command 
user wish to do. If system able to recognize the command, feedback will display on 
screen and sound will generate from speaker inform user that process completed. No 
respond in sound from the system if the user did not called the name or the command 
system failed to recognize. 
4.3.1 Program Structuring 
The design structuring will only can understand with the helped of structure chart. With 
the help of it, process design becomes easier to develop because it can display the module 
involved in the development phase. 
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5. Student Result 
Figure 4.2 Program Structure Chart 
Explanation: 
1. The main menu is the introduction interface for user who activated it. Thi 
interface will greet to the user every time user launched it. It listed the 6 main 
functions for user to control either via speech or mouse pointing. 
2. This function will show the student information related with the course taken. 
The data including year, semester, metrics number, student name, IC, address and 
the courses that the student took. Fro searching the data, u er need to t II the 
system the student metrics number. 
3. This function provided information about which subject will be provid d for 
which semester. ser needed to tell the system the year and eme ter for 
searching. 
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4. This function lists the entire student in facu:lt;i aesefdi g l' e )1001' intake. User 
needs to tell the system which year he/she wanta tg k@e~ tmek, 
5. This function will display the student result. User needed to tell the system the 
student's metrics number for this function. 
6. This function will tell user about the total of student that taking the related course. 
The name and other details of the student will also show. User needed to tell the 
system the subject's name. 
7. This function related with the function before but it display the student 
information according to their major together with other details. Total of the 
student in same major will be calculated. 
4.4 User Interface Design 
A good user interface is one of the design objectives that contain consistent, user friendly, 
easy to use and precision. Some of the guide has proposed to reach this stage: 
1. User interface design must be attractive and fulfill user requirement. For this 
system, due to speech technology require an amount of memory and processor 
power, so I will only comes with a normal interface without a lot of animation and 
colouring. Bt the function should fulfill the user needed. 
2. User interface needed to be easy to understand and easily saw by the user. For this 
system, it will use Malay language and everybody understands that. 
3. The icon should be consistent and terms of colour and word . 
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5. Avoid usmg short form for the button. The system button comes with the 
explanation beside the button (can be seen in the main menu). 
6. The button and the function should be arranged in a tidy way. Example is create a 
function tool bar for locate the function. This system will put the entire important 
button like open or print in a toolbar and left no other function outside of it. 
7. Opposite function should put separate. One of the examples is the delete and save 
button need to separate by either function. 
8. The interface should be able to support different type of input device, like 
keyboard and pointing device. This system support speech and pointing device. 
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Figure 4.3 System's Main Menu 
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I KESELAMATAN KOMPUTER DAN PENGEMBALIAN BENCANA 
t- SISTEM INTEGRASI 
--ts1STEM CAPAIAN DAN KEMBALI MAKLUMAT 
I SISTEM SOKONGAN KEPUTUSAN 
i PENGATURCARAAN MULTIMEDIA - 
J_PERDAGANGAN ELEKTRONIC __ 
. i PROJEK ILMIAH T AHAP AKHIR I 
' ~- 
Figure 4.4 System's Student Information Menu 
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Figure 4.5 Subject provided by faculty according to semester 
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Figure 4.6 Students Name List (according to year) 
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Figure 4.7 Student Result Menus 
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Figure 4.8 Students Name List (according to subject taking) 
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Figure 4.9 Students Name List (according to major) 
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4.5 Database Design 
Database design consists of table design. These tables keep d~ta ift -tfi~ database and are 
referred to as metrics consisting of a series of column and row intersection. Table, also 
known as relation, are related to each other by sharing a common entity characteristic. 
There are 4 important table uses in this system, which are STUDENT_INFO (Table 4.2), 
STU_CONTACT_lNFO (Table 4.3), COURSES_INFO (Table 4.4) and RESULT_INFO 
(Table 4.5). The following section below is my consideration of information of the 
database that will store for my system: 
Note: words in bracket are the Malay Words that will use in the program interface 
l. Name (Nama) 
2. Metrics Number (No. Daftar I Kad Matriks) 
3. IC (No KP) 
4. Gender (Jantina) 
5. Date Of Birth (Tarikh Lahir) 
6. Address (Alamat) 
7. Postcode (Poskod) 
8. City (Bandar) 
9. State ( Negeri) 
10. Phone Number (No. Telefon) 
11 . Year r ntake (Sesi Masuk) 
12. Major (Major) 
13. Year (Sesi Pendaftaran I Sesi) 
14. Semester (Semester) 
15. ourses Taking (Nama ljazah) 
16. Subject ode (Kod Kursus) 
17. Subject Name (Narna Kursus) 
18. redit Hour (Jam Kredit) 
19. Result (Kcputusan) 
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Table 4. l list the field's name needed by the function. 
- 
Function Field Name 
Student Registration Menu Name, Metrics Number, IC, Gender, Date Of Birth, 
Address, Postcode, City, State, Phone Number, Year 
Intake, Major, Year, Semester, Courses Taking, 
Subject Code, Subject Name, Credit Hour 
Subject provided by faculty Year, Semester, Subject Name, Subject Code, Credit 
according to semester Hour 
Students Name List (according to Year Intake, Name, Metrics number, IC, Gender, 
year) Major 
Student Result Metrics Number, Name, Result, Year, Semester 
Students Name List (according to Subject Code, Subject Name, Year, Semester, Name, 
subject taking) Metrics Number, Gender, IC, Year Intake, 
-- Students Name List (according to Major, Name, Metrics Number, IC, Gender, Year 
major) Intake, 
Table 4.1 Field name in the function 
A) STUDENT_INFO 
This table contain only the student information in their name, metrics number, IC, date of 
birth, and year intake. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Name Text (50) Student's name 
Metrics Number Text (15) Student's metrics number 
IC Text (20) Student Identification card number 
Gender Text (JO) Student's gender 
Date Of Birth Text (JO) Student's date of birth - Year Intake Text (20) The year student start study m 
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J university 
Table 4.2 STUDENT lNFO 
B) STU_ CONT ACT _JNFO 
This table contents the student contact information, which included: name, metrics 
number, address, postcode, city, state and phone number. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Name Text (50) Student's name. 
Metrics Number Text (15) Student's metrics number. 
Address Text (100) Student's permanent address as 
shown in IC. 
Postcode Number (10) Address's postcode. 
City Text (30) Name of city as shown in the student: 
LC (example: Klang). 
State Text (20) Name of state as shown in the student: 
CC (example: Selangor). 
Phone Number Text (15) Student contact number (home). 
Table 4.3 STU_CONTACT_TNFO 
C) COURSES_JNFO 
This table contents all the courses information in the faculty, which included: subject 
code, subject name, major, courses taking, year, semester and credit hour. 
Field Name Datu Type Description 
Subject Code Text ( 10) Subject code according to the student 
registration book (example WXES 
3181) 
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Subject Name Text (50) Subject mm @!S€Sli!fl~ t~ th~ student 
registratien book f ~~a.u1pl~: Latihan " ~ 
Ilmiah Tahap Akhir I). 
Major Text (50) Student major (example: MIS, NT) 
Courses Taking Text (50) Either in Science Computer or 
Information Technology 
Year Text (10) The register year for current subject. 
Semester Text (10) The register semester for current 
subject 
Credit Hour Text (10) The subject credit hour 
Table 4.4 COURSES INFO 
D) RESULT_INFO 
This table related to student passes result that content their name, metrics number, year, 
semester and result. 
Field Name Data Type Description 
Name Text (50) Student's name. 
Metrics Number Text (15) Student's metrics number. 
Year Text (to) The register year for current 
subject. 
Semester Text (10) The register semester for 
current subject 
Result Text (5) Result for l semester 
Table 4.5 RESULT_INFO 
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4.5.1 Data Flow Diagram 
Data flow diagrams are part of a structured model in the d~v@1@~m~,,t @f · tlftware. Data 
flow diagrams are a graphical technique that depicts information flow and the transforms 
that are applied as data move from input to output. 
Basically, the function of Data Flow Diagrams is to show the user a graphical analysis of 
a software system. It is kind of like a flowchart, except Data Flow Diagrams show the 
flow of data throughout the system 
The table below shows the basic of notation of Data Flow diagram (DFD) 
Symbol Name Description 
D Source or It is used to depict an external sources that destination of interact with system but are outside the data boundary. 
B Process It IS used to show the occurrence of a transforming process. 
Data store lt IS used to show where data IS stored or 
[!' I referenced by a process. .. Data flow Tt is used to show movement of data from one 
point to another, with head of arrow pointing 
toward the data's destination 
Table 4.6 Basic DFD Notation 
Data Flow Diagrams are also broken up into levels. The designer begins with a Level O 
(which is the general software system). The example below shows a irnple example of a 
Level 0 Data Flow Diagram. Based on how many inputs and outputs (processes or 
number or ir Jes) a syst rn may have will determine how many levels a u er will ha e to 
go to get a detailed enough design of the software system. Normally, a designer will go 
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: .~ §)'St~m are 
given, just inputs and outputs. From here the system would ·~ b @' se , awn f-urther and 
more specifically in Levels 1,2,3. Levels 1,2,3 are the same notatfon as Level 0, except 
they are more specific and give more details about the system. 
Below show the level l system's data Flow diagram: 
1.0 
Main Menu - 
User request - Introduction 
User 
r 
User request 2.0 
- Select function 
\.. 
Figure 4.10 Level 1 Data Flow Diagram 
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Below shows level 2 system's Data Flow Diagram 
/ " 1.0 
User activate the program User - -Mam Menu .. 
. .... 
System greet to user '" • 
Student I Courses information User selec 
u 
/ 
/ -.., " 
2? ?O 
- Process . -Select function .... 
Submenu Student '- , \. , 
Information 
I I Related information Request i 1. ·~ / 
2.1 
- Searching 
'- 
t process 
nforrnation 
Figure 4.11 level 2 Data Flow Diagram 
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4.6 How System Works 
Figure 4.12 show how the fu]) system works when integrated wi,:, tft! <fatal~. e 
1. System greet to the user 
2. User Give Command to the Yes 
system 
3. Sound card process the 
voice in speech recognition 
4. The command match with 
the computer in digital form 
6 SeRrch cfatR from cfat::ih::i~e 
7. Display the information 
8. System will run speech 
synthesis process when 
searching process finish 
No 11. System stop to respond 
10. System speak to user 
through speaker to 
Inform the status 
9. Digital form process in 
sound card and ready pass 
analog information to speaker 
Figure 4. 12 how system works 
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Explanation: 
1. When user executes the program, this program ':'H if~@t fQ · @ u-~r. User will 
hear "Selamat Datang ke Speech Repository System! Na·"~ a~a [alah Speech! 
Sila Mulakan!". This starts the speech system and it is ready for user to give the 
command. 
2. At this stage, user has to give a command with a proper, clear sound and quiet 
environment in order for system able to detect the user speak via its speech 
recognition engine. User cans always speech in a natural sound with the condition 
that the system able to detect the important keywords that system need to run the 
process. 
3. After the speech recognition engine detect the voice from the sound card that the 
microphone connected to, the speech recognition engine will convert the sound to 
binary format that understand by the computer system. 
4. The binary data will match the command or data in computer. These data was 
wrote in XML format and compile to binary format and store in the system. 
5. If two of them are matched, the process will continue: execute the command 
request by the user. ff they are not matched, system will stop to respond. Users 
will notice that they have failed to communicate with the system when this 
situation occurs. User needs to repeat if they want to. 
6. After the system recognition the command, which is usually searching some data 
from the database. The system will start searching the database and get the data 
user wants. 
7. All the related data will display in a form format in the user monitor. 
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8. When the process finishes, system will inform th@ u ~" 
via voice. 
9. This process now involved converts the binary data (has process before that and 
store in the system) to the analog information and passes it to the speaker, which 
also connected to the sound card. 
10. Speaker now informs the user via voice that the process user request has been 
done. 
11. System will stop. 
12. System will only start again if the users give another command. If user have no 
more command to give. User needs to close the program. 
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4.7 Summary 
This chapter explained about the design information for Spee@h ~@§@§· · :@·· Md Speech 
Q - 
Synthesis System. This system involved 2 main programs, which ru=~ th@ ~~~t@m 
application and the database to present this application. Further, the system divides to 2 
modules, which are: speech recognition and speech synthesis. 
Explanation of each speech function (speech recognition and synthesis) has show step- 
by-step in previous chapter. But of the complete system, this chapter explained the details 
from starting (system greet to the user every time user activate the program) to retrieved 
data from database and present to user in different interface. 
This system has a main menu where user will see every time activate the program. Inside 
the menu, user can choose any 6 of the function in 1 time for retrieved student and 
courses information. The function including: 
• 
Student registration menu 
Subject provided by faculty according to semester 
Student name list according to year (1st year, 2nd year) 
Student result 
Student name list according to subject taking 
Student name list according to major 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
The user interface design also cover in this chapter. Note that the interface will be change 
from time to time to suit the requirement. Characteristic of the interface design have been 
taking a serious step in order to show a friendly function to the user since it is still new 
for this technology in this field. 
The database design and Data Flow Diagram (DFD) explain what is the data will store in 
the database and how the program retrieve the data and display I the suitable menu. Th 
description or the field name and the data type decided in this design level helped the 
d vclopm em pro iss because oil the related information can be prepare before going to 
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the next step. When in the development phase, l can concentn@ ,; , i fl@§t>ding 
phase without reverse back every time. This also fulfills the Wa·t~tfi H fr, '@1 method. 
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Chapter 5 
System Implementation and Te~ting 
5.1 Introduction 
System implementation involves the translation of the software representation produced 
by the design into a computer-readable form. The major tasks in this phase are coding 
(program a new system), testing (test a new system) and debugging (fix the bug occurred 
in the program). 
Implementation activities are primarily "environmental". They deal with the realities of 
particular machines, system, language, compilers, tools, developers and clients necessary 
to translate a design into working codes. 
The goals of implementation phase are to implement a system correctly, efficiently and 
quickly on particular tools. This phase is a set of activities with: 
• lnput: Design, environmental and performance requirements. 
• Output: A working system. 
• Technique: Reconciliation, transformation, conversion, monitoring and testing. 
5.2 Coding Methodology 
The coding methodology used in the development of this system is top-down approach. 
This approach allows the higher-level modules to be coded first before the lower 
modules. The coded in the lower modules contain only an entry and an exit. A module 
with such characteristic is called a shell. The higher module will reference the lower on s 
if they are coded and available. Reference to a shell will result in an empty action. 
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The top-down approach will ensure that the most import.ant m, ~ .. '@ 
and tested first. It also gives a preliminary version of the sy~t§ffl . 0, § ': 
5.3 Testing 
Testing is the process of determining whether a program or a system performs the desired 
process. System testing is a critical element of software quality assurance and represents 
the ultimate review of specification, design and coding. However, testing cannot show 
the absence of defects, it can only show that software defects are present. Hence, it is 
very important to keep this in mind while testing is being conducted. 
There are a number of rules that can serve well as testing objectives: 
• Testing is a process of executing a program with the intent of finding an error. 
• A good test case is one has a high probability of finding an as yet undiscovered 
error. 
• A successful test is one that uncovers on as yet undiscovered error. 
Three type of testing strategies has been used to test the system namely: 
1. Unit testing 
2. Integration testing 
3. System testing 
Each of the testing strategy will be explained in their respective section later in this 
chapter. Besides, the test case used will be discussed. 
5.3.1 Unit Testing 
In unit testing, the developer tests the programs making up the system. The units in a 
system are the modules and routines that are assembled and integrated to performed a 
specific function. 
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In this system, units or modules that's form the system are m@ tJ~ ,; . 
perform a specific function. Each of this form modules will §@fl'+.-- ,,~ §,,·.,,flmction or 
action commands. 
Some of the unit testing aspect taken into account are as follows: 
• Modules interface - purpose is to ensure that information property flows into and 
out of the program unit under test. 
• Boundary conditions - purpose is to ensure that the modules operate properly at 
boundaries established to limit or restrict processing. 
Independent paths through the control structure - purpose is to ensure that all 
statements in a module have been executed at least once. 
Error-handling paths - purpose is to ensure that the error handling routine can 
handle expected and unexpected errors. 
• 
• 
5.3.2 lntegration Testing 
The integration testing is the testing of two or more modules or units combined together 
to got errors associated with the interfacing. Examples of errors associated with 
interfacing are: 
• Data can be lost. 
• One module can have inadvertent, adverse affect on another. 
• Sub-functions may not produce the desired major function when combined. 
• Individually acceptable imprecision maybe magnified to unacceptable levels. 
For this system, the bottom-up integration approach is used when it begin construction 
are testing with modules at the lowest levels and then move upward to the higher level 
modules. Several lower level forms can be combined together for testing first before 
testing could be done on the higher level ones. 
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5.3.3 System Testing 
System testing is series of different tests conducted to verity tlmt a · §~stem el~ments such 
as hardware, software and information have been properly integmt~cl gmd ~rfl:lrmed 
allocated functions. 
In this system, system testing is done by testing all of the available function modules, 
which make up the whole system. Once the system is tested, it will be expected to 
executable files, which enable them to run on the stand-alone computer. 
For hardware testing, one of the purposes was to ensure that most of the computer in 
different setting and environment could be run. The setting here including the monitor 
screen area (800 x 600, 1024 x 768 using 15' and 17' monitor), colour depth (32 bits and 
24 bits). The test cases also including testing the system running in minimum system 
requirement. The testing tells that this system can run in Intel Pentium 200 MMX with 32 
EDO RAM when user communicate with it. 
5.4 Test Cases 
These are some of the test cases that I have been done in different situation and 
environment. 
5.4.1 Operating System Testing 
•:• The operating system used when development was Windows 98 SE. 
•:• For testing purpose, Windows NT 4 and Windows 2000 Professional also been used. 
•!• Windows 95 was not compatible due to some of the development tools was not 
support. 
• After testing, it runs successfuJly in Windows 98 SE, NT 4 and 2000 
professional 
5.4.2 Software Testing 
•:• ln these testing, it was all done in home environment, which can be consider quiet 
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•!• The number of training lesson was 2. The first lesson wa .1-s tzl,tf@'l:H~tfon of 
Microsoft Speech Recognition" when install Microsoft S~@@h :§~1 ·: Th& ssecnd 
lesson was "Aesop's Fables". 
•!• The hardware using was Athlon TunderBird 1. 1 G with 256 SDRAM. 
•!• Each test will repeat 10 times. If the respond was more then 5, it consider pass, else 
failed. 
1. Calling the common function 
Function Speech 
(BM/Bl) 
to other program I 
sub function 
. 
Comment ·, ' ... .. 
From main menu Pass 
, 'ru 1 I ii 
I have testing this with Malay and English, 
most of the time it showed the program I 
call. 
);:i- In Malay, 7 out of 10 test successfully. 
Sometimes the system confuse with 
"Pendaftaran Pelajar" with "Tahun 
Pelajar". 
);:i- ln English, 9 out of lO test successfully. 
Getting help Pass It will prompt out the help menu every time 
I test it with Malay and English. The help 
command will only accept in Main Menu 
via voice. While other help file in sub 
function need mouse to control. 
);:i- In Malay and English, 10 out of I 0 test 
successfully. 
Pass Close program Since I have give all the program with a 
name, most of the time the system able to 
recognize which program I asked to close. 
>-- In Malay, 8 out of l 0 test successfully. 
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}> In English, l 0 OYt gf j ~ tS§l 
successfully. 
Minimize, Pass Since I have give all the program with a 
maximize, restore name, most of the time the system able to 
recognize which program I asked to 
minimize. 
}> In Malay, 8 out of 10 test successfully. 
}> In English, 10 out of 10 test 
successfully. 
Print Pass This command more accurate in English 
compare to Malay. 
}> In Malay, 6 out of 10 test successfully. 
}> In English, 9 out of 10 test successfully. 
Clear buffer Pass Most of the time the system able to 
recognize this command and clear out the 
test area. 
}> In Malay, 9 out of 10 test successfully. 
}> In EngJish, 9 out of 10 test successfully. 
Process command Pass The system can process in any situation 
every time even when the data given was 
not correct. 
}> In Malay and English, 10 out of 10 test 
successfully. 
Table 5. I Basic Function Testing 
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2. Menu Student Information 
ins~~~~tihn · l,i '& '•'I 'h Com me~ ~~ 1 • '· peec 
I '(BM}BI)' I 
''I 
Get semester Pass The system able to recognize the different 
of the semester. The semester tested was in 
l " semester and 2nd semester. 
~ In Malay, 8 out of 10 test successfully. 
~ In English, 9 out of 10 test successfully. 
Get year Pass The system able to recognize the year's 
number in Malay and English. The year's 
number tested start from 1997 until 2002. 
~ In Malay, 7 out of 10 test successful1y. 
~ In English, 9 out of 10 test successfully. 
Get metrics Pass The system gets the metrics number more 
number accurate in English compare to Malay. 
Anyway, the system hard to differentiates 
between "WEK" and "WET". 
~ In Malay, 5 out of I 0 test successfully. 
~ Jn English, 6 out of 10 test successfully. 
Table 5.2 Menu Student Information Testing 
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3. Menu Subject 
Comment 
Get subject code Pass 
The semester tested were I st semester, 2nd 
semester, 3rd semester and "all semester". 
~ In Malay, 7 out of IO test successfully. 
~ In English, 8 out of 10 test successfully. 
The system able to recognize the subject 
code in either the alphabet or number. The 
alphabet was more accurate that the number. 
~ In Malay, 8 out of 10 test successfu1Jy. 
~ In English, 9 out of 10 test successfully. 
Table 5.3 Menu Subject Testing 
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4. Menu Semester Courses 
Instruction I ' Speech 
l'1 CcnnmeQt I 
I 
(BM/B.I) 
Get subject code Pass The system able to recognize the subject 
code in either the alphabet or number. The 
alphabet was more accurate that the number. 
);;> In Malay, 8 out of 10 test successfully. 
);;> In English, 9 out of I 0 test successfully. 
Display all the Pass In this command, system can recognize in 
subject any situation every time the user speak. 
);;> In Malay and English, 10 out of I 0 test 
successfully. 
Table 5.4 Menu Semester Courses Testing 
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5. Menu Result 
Instruction , .Speech Comroe,lii 
(BM/Bl) 
Get report format Pass The system able to differentiate between 
"Ringkasan/Summary" and 
"Huraian/Details". 
);;>- In Malay, 7 out of 10 test successfully. 
);;>- ln English, 9 out of l 0 test successfully. 
Get metrics Pass The system gets the metrics number more 
number accurate in English compare to Malay. 
Anyway, the system hard to differentiates 
between "WEK" and "WET". 
);;>- In Malay, 5 out of 10 test successfully. 
);;>- In English, 6 out of LO test successfully. 
Table 5.5 Menu Result Testing 
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6. Menu Year Of Student 
Pass 
~ In Malay, 7 out of 10 test successfully. 
~ In English, 9 out of 10 test successfully. 
Display all the 
student 
In this command, system can recognize in 
any situation every time the user speak. 
~ ln Malay and English, I 0 out of I 0 test 
successfully. 
Table 5.6 Menu Year Of Student Testing 
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7. Menu Major 
Instruction Speech Comme ,t 
I (BM/Bl) I 
I I 
Get major name Pass The system have no problems differentiates 
the major name likes "MIS" "NT" or 
"Multimedia". 
);;- In Malay, 5 out of 10 test successfully. 
);;- In English, 6 out of 10 test successfully. 
Display all the Pass In this command, system can recognize in 
student any situation every time the user speak. 
);;- ln Malay and English, 10 out of 10 test 
successfully. 
Table 5.7 Menu Major Testing 
5.4.3 Hardware and Environment Testing 
With these test cases, different computer with different of hardware specification was test 
in different environment. The purpose of hardware testing is to ensure that the minimum 
requirement for the system to run. While environment was used to know the effect for the 
system performance. 
Hardware Z Place Comment 
11 
Envlroument 
Intel Pentium 200 Home Speech technology needs a lot of processor 
MHzMMX power. The faster processor speed, the 
better performances. The system load 
slowly but still able to recognize user 
command slowly .. Having no problems in 
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speech synthesis but §l~Mi!~ m fS§~n&!: 
Decrease the friendlin~ M&!, rfijrmw-u~e. 
Intel Pentium ill Lab It performed better then the system before. 
600MHz System able to load quickly and no 
problems at all in speech recognition and 
speech synthesis. 
AMDAthlon Home The system load quickly and the voice 
TunderBird recognition and synthesis can be done 
l.lGHz quickly. Increase the friendliness and 
performance. 
32EDORAM Home Speech technology again was a memory 
hungry system. The more memory computer 
the better performances. The system load 
slowly but still able to recognize user 
command slowly. Having no problems in 
speech synthesis but slowly in respond. 
Decrease the friendliness and performance. 
128 SDRAM Lab This was the system hardware 
recommended in Microsoft Speech SDK 
5. x. It performed better then the system 
before. System able to load quickly and no 
problems at all in speech recognition and 
speech synthesis. 
256 SDRAM Home The system load quickly and the voice 
recognition and synthesis can be done 
quickly. Increase the friendliness and 
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performance. 
15" inch and 17" Home/ The menu look bigger until almo§t close the 
inch with Lab whole screen. Most of the program menu 
800X600 monitor still did not appear the scroll bar when the 
resolution program activate. It helps user to see all part 
of the interface without using mouse. If the 
data display was a lot, a scroll bar will 
appear inside the display box. 
15" inch and 17" Home/ The menu look nicer and smaller. No scroll 
inch with Lab bar appears when the program activates .. If 
1024X768 the data display was a lot, a scroll bar will 
monitor appear inside the display box. 
resolution 
Printer Home/ System able to print either the printer was 
Lab stand alone (only connect to l computer) or 
with network (many computer share I 
printer). 
Creative Sound Home With newer and better technology, the 
Blaster Live! sound generate was more soft. The different 
Value sound card between "Mike" and "Sam" can be 
differentiates easily. 
reative Sound Home This card can generate the sound normally. 
Blaster AW .. 64 The sound of "Mike" and "Sam" can only is 
sound curd differentiates when the speaker sound's was 
loud. 
- 
Take for I llome/ The lesson was "Introduction of Microsoft 
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~ - 
training lesson Lab Speech Recognitian", It was 1JN@ f@f 
system to perform a~@·YfS.!€ .i ~ r~e.~gni2~ 
""' 
user command. 
Take for 2 Home/ The lessons were "Introduction of Microsoft 
training lesson Lab Speech Recognition" and "Aesop's Fables". 
It increase the accuracy of the system in 
speech recognition. 
Quiet Home The result above in "Software Testing" area 
environment explained the effect in this environment. 
Noisy Lab The system almost hard to recognize the 
environment command especially in student metrics 
number. User needs to speak and clear the 
buffer when mistake occur. It makes the 
system performs badly. Most of the time the 
system failed to recognizes the command. It 
either appears wrong information or does 
nothing at all. 
Table 5.8 Hardware and Environment Testing 
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5.5 Summary 
This chapter explained some of the testing method and its definition a" , . - . "· Q§@: Wh-9n 
testing this system, I have try different platform and environment in orcl®f t@ @ii;llill'-9 the 
limitation and error that may occur. 
First of all, I try the operating system that could be run and not. The operating system I 
did not face any problems because the tools I use require Windows 98 and above. When I 
create the system into a setup package, I also selected the system to make sure it could be 
install in these platform. 
l also try the system function by function for capture the different error. When error 
occurs, I have made some adjustment in the coding phase and then try the system again. 
This step has to repeat until the error could be solved. 
Hardware testing I for checking the minimum hardware requirement for the system able 
to run. Although the system still run successfully with a computer that comes with 
200MHz processor and 32 RAM, I do not recommend user run under this condition. 
With this condition. It makes the system performance slowly and hard to use. User also 
cannot do multiple tasks at the same time. 
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Chapter 6 
Project Evaluation 
6.1 Features and Strength of Speech Recognition and Speech Synthesis 
Repository System 
Voice control 
Speech Recognition and Speech Synthesis Repository System enable user control the 
system via voice, unlike the normal system that need to use keyboard. User can 
access the database and getting information when the program was activated. Every 
information user required will be display. User only needs to give the desire 
information when searching via voice without using keyboard. 
Two language support 
This system enable user control not just using Malay, but also English. User free to 
speak with the system with any of these two languages in any situation, either in full 
Malay, full EngJish or even Malay and English use together. 
Two way input support 
Beside the system support voice command, user also able control the system using 
pointing device to activate the sub-function, close it, access help file or do printing 
works. 
Speech engine separate with SRo'SSRS 
During development and creating the setup package, I found that it is better for 
separate the speech engine (recognition I synthesis) with the system that I developed. 
It is because with the speech engine install different or separate with the SRn'SSRS 
(Speech Recognition And Speech Synthesis Repository System), user can train the 
speech recognition anytime without cares much of the version of SRn'SSRS. In other 
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words, when SRn'SSRS need some changes, it can change !ill "- e a-a i- t " th~ 
new system to the computer. User need not train again the sy~'t©ffl ·t~ 0@€eg< @ { 9ir 
"" 
voice since the speech engine was the same. It saves a lot of time @~m~af@ wHh the 
system that integrated with speech engine. In this integrated cases. when user 
uninstall the old version and install the new one, they need to train again the voice 
recognition process start from beginning. 
Support different version of Windows operating system 
This system can run in more then 1 type of Windows operating system, including 
Windows 98, Windows 98 SE, Windows ME and Windows 2000. 
6.2 Limitations and Constrains of Speech Recognition and Speech 
Synthesis Repository System 
Sensitive with the environment 
The system once activate, will detect the sound comes from user. Lt's fine when the 
environment was quietly. Anyway, if the environment full with noise like sound from 
fans or paper works, the system will assume that a command was given and try to 
process that command. 
Required a big storage of hard disk 
The system was small for install, but the speech engine required for the computer to 
recognize sound and synthesis from text was huge. 
Not user friendly 
The speech technology was still new to human. The working process was hard to beat 
the traditional input device because of it user friendliness issue. User feel more 
comfortable control the computer works without notice of other people. With voice, 
people beside user able to detect what function user using or information was access. 
The respond was also faster in access the information or function using keyboard 
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compare to voice control. It is because the keyboard come 
function and character for user to choose, unlike voice c@~" ,el :. ,. t ·S©·, enlv can u ~" q '"' ">P~J . 
use microphone to control different kind of function and acc~.$s i· · {"000at4~n, Imagine 
the microphone have to do a lot of different works. It was ju~-t like a "I-button 
keyboard", user press 1 time for typing alphabet "a", 2 times quickly for getting "b" 
or 26 times just to getting "z". 
Required multimedia support 
This system controlled by voice. It means the computer should have a compatible 
sound card plug-in in the computer to process the voice that receive or send. User also 
needs to have a set of microphone and speaker for input and output voice. 
6.3 Proposal For Future Enhancement 
There is still much room for improvement on this system. The possible future 
enhancements are listed below: 
Sound frequency analyzer 
If the system comes with a sound frequency analyzer, user will able to detect the 
noise of the environment. The wave show in the program will notice the user switch 
to other alternative control device if the environment was noisy. 
Improve user interface 
The program will only accept by user if it gives the clear information to user to 
control the system. The interface could be added more graphics and multimedia to 
attract the interest of the system. 
Microphone's Quality 
A good quality of a microphone able to filter out noise and increase user voice 
command. It helps to improve the system friendliness and speed performance. 
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System Sensitivity Adjustable 
The system can be add with more function likes let user adJus't ·th© :§~H0Ifl f9~ognition 
sensitivity within the interface. Currently this function could only be found in control 
panel at Speech. 
6.4 Summary 
There are a lot of potential for this system. First of all, it could be control without a 
mouse and keyboard. This could be user for the user that facing some difficulties in using 
the traditional input device. When controlling the system. User also gets notice from 
system with voice telling that the status of the system, either run successfully or failed. 
Any way, this system still faces some of the problems that are hard to solve. The system 
was not as user friendly as traditional input device. User needs to repeat the command 
when system failed to recognize to command. The environment also affected the system 
performance. System will fail to do the task if the surrounded was noisy. The hardware 
requirement was also a big issue here. The computer was recommend comes with 128 
RAM memories for system run smoothly. Luckily now the memory was quiet cheap. 
Most of the user able to upgrade their computer without any problems. 
Some of the suggestion also point out for future enhancement. This including sound 
frequency analyzer. With the sound analyzer that appears beside the program, user will 
notice the changes of the environment. It could help user make any adjustment likes 
using a better microphone or put the system in a quieter place. 
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Chapter 7 
Discussion and Conclusion 
7.1 Problems and Solution 
During the process of developing, number of problems has been encountered. The main 
problems and possible solution are listed below: 
•!• Problem: Lack of references book regarding speech technology in Visual C++ 
In the market, there is a lot of references book like Visual Basic compare to Visual 
C++. There are also more people using Visual Basic compare to Visual C++ in 
developing a system. It became worse when the market lack of the speech technology 
solution in any programming language. 
~ Solution: 
Internet becomes the main source for me to gain the knowledge. Some of the 
discussion board I attend did help me to find the solution in term of 
programming problems or speech related. One of the main discussion boards I 
attend in solving programming problems was Codeguru.com and 
Codeproject.com. While Generations.com help me in speech recognition and 
synthesis field. 
•!• Problem: Dilemma in designing the interface 
Speech technology is still new for user. The program should also support different 
kind of input if the system failed to detect user voice. 
~ Solution: 
The program needs to have simple and straight interface for user. Mouse as 
backup control device should support beside 2 different language. 
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•:• Problems: Selecting software for development 
The selection of development software was one of the orn9jff '·ll§iS ~ :n @@t~rmining 
the success of the project. Beside Microsoft Speech SOK~ oth§!f fl~@ (;hruit Speech, 
IBM Via Voice should also be taken into account. 
)i;;>- Solution: 
To develop the latest and advance system, a substantial task research has been 
carried out. Book and Internet are two main source used to evaluate the 
feature and capabilities of the system. Beside, help and advice are also sough 
from my supervisor and friends who have used and familiar with this 
software. Base on the requirements for Speech Recognition and Speech 
Synthesis Repository System, Microsoft Speech SDK finally chosen. 
•!• Problem: Slow processing time 
Speech Recognition and Speech Synthesis Repository System that's deals with voice 
and text processing, which is multimedia elements. As such, the application created 
using this software requires more memory to execute. When this system starts to 
grow, it was found that the system took up longer to process. 
)i;;>- Solution: 
More memory and processor speed will have to install to mcrease the 
processing speed. 
•!• Problem: Require a number of support software 
Some of the software required use as a support during software development. 
Example of the program need to install in developer computer including Visual 
Studio 6 with service pack 3 or later for programming, Microsoft Platform SDK and 
Microsoft Speech SDK for support speech programming and provided speech engine, 
Installed Shield for turning the development program to an installer setup program. 
~ Solution: 
Download the Microsoft Speech SDK and Platform SDK and install it in the 
computer. While the creation of setup program can be done in the faculty's 
lab. 
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•!• Problems: the system was hard to detect user's command 
The system was not sensitive or too sensitive for diff~f~tlt ~nvirnn..ment. The 
command user given wasn't clear to the application affected the application to get the 
correct command. 
;... Solution: 
Use good quality microphone to filter out the noise. User require to patient in 
training the voice detection tutorial. More tutorial user takes, the more 
accurate for system detect the command. Changes of coding also been done in 
order to increase the accuracy. 
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7.2 Overall Conclusion 
Upon the completion of this project, the Speech RecognJtkm "d . @@h Synthesis 
Repository System is consider to have achieved its objectives as w@ll as the functional 
and non-functional requirements as planned earlier. This application will serve as the 
basic knowledge for future Speech technology developer and user. Hopefully it will also 
able to gain more confidence among Malaysian toward the Speech technology 
development fields. 
A lot of valuable knowledge was gained throughout the development of this project. The 
knowledge gained can be categorized into a few group such as programming in speech 
technology, Windows programming skills, packaging software and database related 
knowledge. Below list out the knowledge and experience gained throughout the project: 
• 
Speech recognition technique like "whole-word matching", "sub word matching", 
"isolated word recognition" or "keyword spotting". 
Speech synthesis technique like Formant synthesis and Concatenative synthesis . 
Visual C++, XML, HTML and COM programming language . 
Microsoft Access and the SQL knowledge . 
Windows API (Application Program Interface) and DDl (Device Driver 
Interface). 
Building a setup program . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Computer sciences studies have provided valuable theories and knowledge like system 
analysis, design and software engineering that can be put into practice in the project. 
Although speech technologies (speech recognition and speech synthesis) was not as 
convenience as the traditional input device like keyboard and mouse, and user need to 
repeat the command in some situation, there are still a potential for this technology in the 
future. Speech Recognition and Speech Synthesis Repository System will become more 
powerful and complete as the new enhancements and features are incorporated in the near 
future. 
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User Manual Part 1 
Speech Recognition and Speech Synthesis Repository 
System 
System Requirement and Installation 
1.0 System Requirement 
1.0.1 Operating Systems 
Supported operating systems are: 
• Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional Workstation or Server; all language 
versions. 
• Microsoft Windows Millennium edition. 
• Microsoft Windows 98 all editions. 
• Microsoft Windows ®NT Workstation or Server 4.0, service pack 6a, English, 
Japanese, or Simplified Chinese edition. 
• Windows 95 or earlier is not supported. 
1.0.2 Software Requirement 
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 or later version. Users of Windows NT 4 with any 
version of the service packs require Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.5 or later. 
• Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0, service pack 3 or later version is needed to run the 
SAPI 5 SDK. In general, any 32-bit C compiler will work for writing SAPI 
applications. 
• Platform SDK is generally not needed although some samples and functionality 
may require it. 
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1.0.3 Hardware Requirement 
• A Pentium-equivalent or later processor at 200 MHz with 1~~ :ffl0!abytes (MB) of 
RAM is recommended. 
SAPI 5 can now take advantage of a computer and operating system that supports 
multiple processors, including all those mentioned above. Additionally, you can 
use SAPl 5 in a distributed application environment. 
• A microphone or some other sound input device to receive the sound is required 
for speech recognition. In general, the microphone should be a high quality device 
• 
with noise filters built in. The speech recognition rate is directly related to the 
quality of the input. The recognition rate will be significantly lower or perhaps 
even unacceptable with a poor microphone. 
• Not all sound cards or sound devices are supported by SAPI 5, even if the 
operating system supports them otherwise. 
• The following table outlines the RAM usage: 
Component Minimum RAM 
SR Dictation 
14.5 MB 
16MB 
25.5 MB 
26.5 MB 
32MB TTS Engine 
SR Command and Control 32MB 
128MB 
SR Both 128MB 
Table A 1 RAM Usage 
As a result, the user hardware should have: 
• Pentium-equivalent or later processor at 200 MHz 
• Recommended 128 megabytes (MB) of RAM 
• 3 OMB of hard disk space 
• Mi rosoft compatible sound curd 
Microphone • 
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• Speaker 
• 15" inch monitor or larger 
1.1 Installation 
1. Put the CD into CD-ROM. 
2. Go to SRn'SSRS folder. 
3. Double click the setup.exe file. A setup wizard will guide user through the 
installation. 
4. User will see at the Start->Programs, there is a shot-cut for activate the system, 
the shot-cut is "SRn'SSRS". 
5. Click the shot-cut, the main menu will prompt out. 
If user wish to see the help file after the installation, user can follow these step: 
1. Open Window Explorer. 
2. Select the drive that program Install, or drive C. 
3. Select Programs folder 
4. Select WEK 990231 folder. 
5. Select SRn'SSRS 
6. There are 2 help file in Malay and English version. 
7. Select any one. 
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User Manual Part 2 
Speech Recognition and Speech Synth~~i~ Repository 
System 
System Setting 
2.0 Voice Training 
After complete install of Microsoft Speech SDK, a wizard will prompt out and user to 
adjust the microphone and speaker in order to perform better. User can start training on 
this step or after the complete of all of the installation. User also can go to Control Panel 
to do the adjustment afterwards. 
Go to Start-> Settings-> Control Panel. 
Activate Speech icon there. 
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Accessibility Add/Remove Adobe Gamma AudioHQ Date/Time 
Options Programs 
11 IA ~ ~ Cil 
Disc Detector Display Find Fast Fonts Gaming Internet 
Options Options 
, .......... • ... -,. 0 ~:) ~ ~ ra ti'-;. 6 e 
Keyboard Mail Modems Mouse MS DTC Multimedia 
~ ~ 'l\ ~ ~ . . !!\ . GZJ 
Network ODBCData Passwords Power Printers Quick Time 
Sources (32bit] Management 
• ~- ~ • " ' - ~ RealPlayer Regional Sounds Symantec System Settings liveUpdate 
Figure B 1 Control Panel 
A menu named Speech properties will prompt to user. User needs to open an account for 
system recognizes their voice. After that, user needs to train the voice for system to 
recognize it. 
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Figure B2 Open an account for user 
At Speech Properties, click "Train Profile ... ". This allows the system give some training 
for user and giving a brief idea of how system recognizes user voice. 
A menu named Voice Training will appear. 
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·. Aesop's Fables 
Bill Gates describes - The Road Ahead Second Version il: 
Excerpts from "The Fall of the House of Usher" by Edr;ia 
, Excerpts from SLIMIVER, by Edith Wha1ton 
/i '. Excerpts from The We.- of the Worlds by H.G. Wells 
·:--:' Introduction to Microsoft Speech Recognition 
·· ''The Wonderful Wizard of Oz - by L. Frank Baum 
I 
Figure B3 Voice Training 
There is some lesson for user to choose. Follow the instruction and complete at least one 
of the lessons. The more lesson user takes, the more accurate the system recognize user. 
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User Manual Part 3 
Speech Recognition and Speech Synthesis Repository 
System 
System Introduction 
3.0 System Introduction 
Speech Recognition and Speech Synthesis Repository System has 1 main menu. From the 
main menu, it contains 6 sub functions for user to access different kind of information 
from the database. 
3.1 Main Menu 
lf-.J Speech Recognition And Synthesis Repository System Main Menu · mllill'3 
. Dapatkan pelajai yang meridaftar· subjek ' 
:,, ' ' ':: ' ' ' ' . 
''.·,D~patkankursusyang'ditatl>/arkan ikut geme~t&r 
. D apat~an ;keputus·ari pel~iar . · 
D apatkan pela]at. ikut .tahun . . . 
. ' D apatkan pelajar ikut major 
,.l ' r 
Figure Cl Main Menu 
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This main menu for Speech Recognition and Speech Synth~,:§ 1>.e,- ·§:!@ey Sy~tem. 
When user activate from Start->Programs->SRn'SRS, it will f}ft1ffl~t @!it 
When the main menu appears, user would hear system greet "Selamat datang ke 
Speech Repository System! Nama saya ialah Speech! Sila mulakan" to user. 
This interface will always appear either at the background of other program or in 
front of the monitor, depends the situation. 
From this menu, user can control in 2 method, which are: 
• Speech 
• Pointing device (mouse) 
This menu enable user gets to use other function of this system. The function 
included: 
• Maklumat Pelajar I Student Information 
• Subjek I Subject 
• Kursus Semester I Semester Courses 
• Keputusan I Result 
• Tahun Pelajar I Year Of Student 
• Major I Major 
User can choose the function they want or click the "Tutup" button for exit the 
program. 
For giving command via voice, user required start the command with calling the 
system name, Speech, and follow by the command user need. 
Example of the command in this main menu are: 
• "Speech, Maklumat Pelajar" or "Speech, Student Information" 
• "Speech, Subjek" or "Speech, Subject" 
• "Speech Kursus Semester" or 
• "Speech Keputusan" or 
• "Speech, Tahun pelajar" or 
• ' peech, Major" 
"Speech, Semester Courses" 
"Speech, Result" 
"Speech, Year Of Student" 
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After user activated selected function, user will heard a re~p@-.., ·a ~m:@s ·~ eenfirm 
that the system receive user command and was in the progress, The §~Wld was: 
• "Proses" follow by the name of the command or function user selected. 
If user planned to quit the program, user can give the command by speaking "Speech, 
tutup menu utama" or "Speech, close main menu". 
Use can always asked for helped when necessary. User can say "Speech, tolong" or 
"Speech, help" and a dialog description about the program will prompt out. 
3.2 Common Command and Situation 
3.2.1 Window Size Control 
Figure C2 The place to control the window's size 
User free to either click the logo or control via voice 
The command can be use are: 
• "Speech, minimize program" follow by the program's name 
• "Speech, restore program" follow by the program's name 
• "Speech, maximize program" follow by the program's name 
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3.2.2 .Print and Close 
Figure C3 Print data and close program 
User free to either click the button or control via voice 
The command can be use are: 
• "Speech, print" or "Speech cetak" 
• "Speech, tutup" follow by the program's name. In this case, we can say 
"Speech, tutup pendaftaran or Speech, close register". 
3.2.3 Command Description Box 
Figure C4 Command description box 
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This is the step-by-step box for helping !IB~f ta G0· tt;Q: !fie §y~t@m. 
In order to let system capture user command, ·l!§ef f@qY.ir@d following the step list in 
the box. 
3,2.4 Help File 
Figure C5 Help file logo 
The question mark indicated the help file for the specific program. For this request, 
user only able to control via the pointing device and not the voice. 
3.2.5 System Detection Area 
Figure C6 System detection area 
This is the area where system detect the user command and display the command that 
user said. The result will display in different field depends the user command given 
and the program that user run. 
Example, when user activate Student Information program, user can see on top left of 
the interface, there was an area like the picture above (System Detection Area) and on 
top right, there is an area like Command Description Box. 
In ' 1.-> SES!:" there is the place require user to give the information about the year 
user wants to get, like 1 999, 2000 or 2001. 
Jn "2.-> SEMESTER :"there is the place for user to give the information about the 
semester number, like 1,2 or 3. 
In "ANDA KATA:" this is the place for user to give the student metrics number. 
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When all the data given was correct, U~@r e · 
process" to display the student information, 
If the data detected was not the data user wanted, or user wishes to retrieve other 
information, ser need to said "Speech, padamkan" or "Speech, clear" to clean all the 
~~~tih, p roses" or "Speech . ' ' 
detected area. 
Notes that the running method was same for the entire program, the different was 
only the required data that it need. 
That's the reason every program have an area for display the description of the 
program and a file for it. 
Figure C7 Title of the program 
In every program, the tit1e of the program will be display on the top left side and the 
center of the interface. 
This help user to know which they are currently. 
3.2. 7 Inform of Process Status 
If user chooses any of the function 6 function from main menu, user will heard 
"proses". It means that the system had detected user command and start processing. 
When user giving data to system, and asking for process, user would also heard the 
respond from system, example: 
• "Pendaftaran pelajar ditunjukkan" when the information exists 
• w'Pendaftaran pelajar tidak dapat ditunjukkan" when the information wasn't 
correct or error exists. 
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3.3 Student Registration Menu 
I. KESELAMATAN KOMPUTEA DAN PENGEMBALIAN BENCANA 
jSISTEM INTEGRASI__ _ .. _ _ . I SISTEM_CAPAIAN DAN KEMBAU MAKLUMAT 
I SI STEM_ SOKONGAN KEPUTUSAN ... 
I PENGATURCARAAN MULTIMEDIA 
Ir PEADAGANGAN ELEKTRONIC_. .. i PROJEK ILMIAH T AHAP AKHIR I _ 
i- 
Figure C8 Student Registration Menu 
In Student Registration menu, user need to give 3 data for the system: 
1. Year from 1997 until 2002 
2. Semester from 1,2 or 3 
3. Student metrics number 
System will process if the data given exists in the database. 
As return, the information display to the user including 
1. Year 
2. Semester 
3. Metrics number 
4. Name 
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5. IC number 
6. Courses Name 
7. Address 
8. Registered subject 
9. Total of credit hour 
The list was sorted in ascending order base on subject code. 
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3.4 Subject Menu 
._J. NG KOON LEE 
! MOHAMAD ALI 1- . 
! 
I 
l 
I 
i 
i· 
I 
' 
f. 
I; 
\ 
J I 
Figure C9 Subject Menu 
In Subject menu, user need to give 2 data for the system: 
1. Semester from 1,2,3 for all the semester 
2. Subject code 
System will process if the data given exists in the database. 
As return, the information display to the user including 
1. Subject code 
2. Subject Name 
3. Student's major 
4. Student's name 
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5. Student's metrics number 
6. Student's TC number 
7. Semester taken of that subject 
The list was sorted in ascending order base on their majoring. 
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3.5 Semester Courses Menu 
Figure C 10 Semester Courses Menu 
In Semester Courses menu, user need to give 1 data for the system 
1. Subject code 
The list was sorted in ascending order base on subject code. 
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3.6 Result Menu 
200012doi 
[ . •. . 1999/2000 . 
. . 1999/2000 
! ' . ' 1999/2000 .', : t. 200112002 
i { 2000/2001 i . ' 200112002 
( f • r 20011.2002 
I . 2001 /2002 
I I ' 200112002 
... ·· ' 2001 /2002 
. 2001/2002 
f :: 200112002 I 1' •• 200112002· 
; . 1999/2000 
. . 1999i2000 
. ·; '· 1999/2000 . 
. ~ : 
Figure C 11 Result Menu 
In Result menu, user need to give 2 data for the system: 
1. Format of report - details or summary 
2. Student metrics number 
System will process if the data given exists in the database. 
As return, the information display to the user including 
l. Student's metrics number 
2. Name 
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3. Student's year intake 
4. Result in GP A 
The result list was sorted in ascending order base on year. 
3. 7 Year Of Student Menu 
. I WEK9900123 . i 78050!i·10·12i2 I 199811999 i MIS 
i WETSa001 1700303-03·0303 ~· ]'199811999' l Library. - 
l WET980011 I 770202·02-0202 i 1998/1999 i Library 
l WEK990005 . j 780909-09-1233 i.199912000 J NT I WEK990053 J 791113-10·1234 j 1999/2000. I SE 
I WEK990095_ i 790620·10·7099 i 199912000 I SE 
j WEK990231. ! 780707·i4:570( f 1999/2000 fMMllSS .. .· 
'WEK990999 j'790905-14:5634 1999/2000_ I 
· ! WE T990001 I 790101-14·0101 t 199912000 i Management - i WEK9s0200 1 101210-14.1233 r 199912000 · 1 A1 
: WET990231 : j 780205-10;5524_j1999/200( i Multimedia ·· · i WET 000001 j 790401 · 1 4: 1234 ! 2000/2001 ! Multimedia ·· · 
! i .... - - - -~ . i- 
l ·~·· ·- i -·-r ! l~ ... 
f - ! I 
l I ) 
t I 
Figure C 12 Year Of Student Menu 
In this menu, user need to give I data for the system: 
1. The year intake from 1997 to 2002 
System will process if the data given exists in the database. 
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As return, the information display to the user including 
1. Student's Name 
2. Metrics number 
3. IC number 
4. Year intake 
5. Student's major 
The result list was sorted in ascending order base on year intake. 
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3.8 Major Menu 
:fllSHIAllAI PELAJAll lKIH MA.JOB P.l~f3 
. Be Y.iew li~ ......... ~---------.;.,'"'""--"-·----- 
f 
Al 
Lh~ 
I Lh~ 
Manegement 
MIS 
MIS 
MIS 
M~ 
M~ 
NT 
SE 
SE 
NO tM,TRIKS 
NGWEI LEONG 
SERINA 
LEE AH LEAN 
TAN AH BENG 
MOHAMAD AU 
NG KOON LEE 
JENNY LEONG NGAN HOONG 
LEONG AH MUI 
AHMAD BIN ABDULLAH 
KAHTIJAH 
TANJH HAUR 
500 HUEY UNG 
WEK990200 
WET98001 
WETDX!ll 
WET 99'.Xl01 
WE K99'.Xl123 
WEK990231 
WEK!aJ999 
WETOOXlOl 
WET990231 
WEK990005 
WEK990053 
WE K99'.Xl95 
.NOIC 
791210-14-1233 
700m-03-0n3 
770202-02-0202 
7901 01-14-01 01 
7005ffi.1 0.1212 
7007rJl · 14-5781 
7mJ5.14·5634 
~-14·1234 
7002(15-1 ().5524 
~1233 
791113· 1 ().1234 
~1().7899 
1999/2000 
199l/1999 
199l/1999 
1999/2000 
199l/1999 
1999/2000 
1999/2000 
2000/2001 
1999/2000 
1999/2000 
1999/2000 
1999/2000 
f~~.p(rl·1 =*Ilk'' Ul'l&AI, 
{I ~TM I 
;('.Q·'S~~ !=:~cknt' 
1)10j1#n 
)Ci' . TUTU~ I 
Ready 
Figure Cl 3 Major Menu 
ln major menu, user need to give l data for the system: 
1. The major name 
System will process if the data given exists in the database. 
As return, the information display to the user including 
1. Student's major 
2. Student 1 s Name 
3. Metrics number 
4. IC number 
5. Year intake 
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The result list was sorted in ascending order base on majoring. 
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Example Source Code 
4.0 Main Menu 
4.0.1 MainMenu.h 
II MoinMenu.h : muin header file for the Mi\lNMEN npplicnrion 
II 
#if ldelincd(AFX_Mi\JNMENU_l l_700C:DD65_8338_11 D5_i\ I DE_ 2E5i\B50252B_fNCLUDED _) 
#define AFX_MAINMENU_l 1_7DOCDD65_8338_11D5_A ID ·_C2E5AB5D252B_fNCLUDED_ 
llif _MS _VER> 1000 
#progma once 
licndif II _MSC_ VER> 1000 
#ifndcf AFXWIN 11 
- llt.'1TOr include 'stdafx.h' before including this life for I 'I I 
licndif 
#include "rcsource.h" II main symbols 
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/111111 
II 'MoinMcnuApp: 
II Sec MninMenu.cpp for th implementation of this closR 
II 
class CMoinMenuApp : publi Wini\pp 
{ 
public: 
void Test 'opi ; 
MninMcnui\pp(); 
II verridcs 
II lnssWizonl generated virtual function overrides 
II{ {APX_ VIRTUAL( MoinMcnuApp 
public: 
virtual 13 L lnitln u111 
Ill )AFX_ VIRTUAi. 
II Irnplom niution 
111 !AFX_MSO 'MninMcnuApp) 
II N ·rn -th 'Ins. Wiz.ord' ill odd nnd remov rncinl ·r fon ti n hc11,1 
II 1)0 NOT El IT whol ou in th,. hlook of gcnumtoo eode 
Ill )AFX_MS ) 
OECIARl:_Ml!~MUl•:_MAP 
}; 
/ll/lllll/lllll/llll/l/lllllllll/llllll/l/ll//llll//llllll//lllll/l/llll////l 
1111ArX_JNSF1rr _1.r 'ATtONl 1 
II Mi o I\ Vi81u.1I 't-1 ' lit 111 1 utkhllOilltl t ltlf'!Hi \ii~ 1ntmll\ht1i I• I fot Ur pr vwuM I 1 
AF MAlNMliN\J 11 71 A II H ' I! All I 11 IN .u I fll 
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4.0.2 MainMenu.cpp 
II MainM.enu.cpp : Define8 the cla11s behaviors for the uppliceuon. 
II 
#include "stdafx.h" 
#incl.ude 'MainMenu.b" 
#include "MainMcnuDlg.h" 
#ifdcf DEBUG 
#define new DEBUO_NEW 
#undefllilS rus 
static char IBlS_FfLE(J •_FILE_; 
#cndif 
llll/llllllllllllll/ll/llll/lllllllllll/llllllllllll/llll/lllllll/l//1/111111 
II CMainMenuApp 
BEGIN_MESSAOE_MAP(CMa.inMcnuApp, CWinApp) 
II{ {AFX_MSO_MAP(CMainMenuApp) 
II NOTE - the Class Wizard wilJ add and remove mapping macros here. 
II 00 NOT EDIT what you soc in these blocks of generated oode 
II} }AFX_MSO 
ON_ COMMAND(ID _HELP. CWioApp: :On.Help) 
N_MESSAOE(WM_USER+IOO, 'fest.Sapi) 
END_MESSAOE_MAPO 
lllllllllllll/llllllllllllllllll/lllll//lllllll/llllllll/llllllllllllllllllll 
II CMainMcnuApp construction 
CMainMcnuApp::CMainMcnuAppQ 
I 
111 00: add CQ!Ut.ructioo code hctti, 
II Place 1111 significant initiali.zation in lrutlnstaocc 
llllll//lllll/l/lllll/lllllllllllllllllll/lllllllllll/lll/lll/l/lllll/lll/lll 
II Tho one and onJy CMainMcnuApp object 
CMainMenuApp theApp; 
ll/ll/llllll/llllll/llllll//llllllll/llllllllll/lllllll/lll/llllllllll/111111 
II CMainMenuApp initialization 
DOOL CMainMcnuApp:: lnit.ln.slAnc<I() 
I 112 6,2 ,21 
SotOialoSllkColor(R.08(200, 225, 2SS). R B(O, 0. O)); /lbeclcground oolor /ltt!xt color 
II i a.lArt add my apeech code here 
AfxOlclnitQ; II this allows the dialog to use OM objocta 
AfxEnablcControlCootuincr ; 
II Sl.&lldard initialization 
// lfyou (lte not using the80 lbetul'O!! and wiah 10 rcduoc tbe iz. 
II of your tm.l cxocutablo, yoo ahould remove from tho following 
II the specific initialization routines yoo do not n00tt 
#ifdcf AFXI)LL 
- Una blc ontrult ; II all th • wbon Wllns MJ1 in 1 l!Mircd DLL 
II 'all tltl• wl11111 1 uklug lo Mii"' -i.1~11 
#oll!O 
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' I
else if (nkcsponse ..... ll)CANCEI .) 
II TOD<J: Place code here to handle when tho diolog is 
II dismissed with Cancel 
II Since the dialog hos been closed, return FALSE Ro that we e: it the 
II application, rather than start the upplicarion'a massage pump. 
return FALSE; 
void CMainMcnu/\pp: :TestSapiO 
{ 
/\fxMc~$11gcl3ox{"Got It"); 
4.0.3 MainMenuDlg.h 
II MainMenuDlg.h : header file 
II 
llifldcfincd(/\FX_M/\INMENUDLG_ll_7DOCD.067_83 8_1 ID5_AIDE_ '2E5AB5D252B_CNCLUDEDJ 
lldofinc AFX_MA!NMENUDLG_I 1_71)() 0067 _8 38_ 1 ID _A IDE_ 2U5Al35D2528_1N 'LUDElJ_ 
llif _MSC_ Vl!R > IOOO 
llpru151m1 once 
llcndif II _MS _ VUR > 1000 
#include sphelper.h> 
llllllllllllllllllllllll/111//lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
II MninMcnuDlg dial s 
cless 'MoinMc:.-nuDlg : public 'Dialog 
{ 
11 onstrucu n 
public: 
void Speechkestoret); 
void pet.'ChMnximiw ; 
void SpoochMinimi1,o ; 
'MoinMcmtl lg( 'Wnd• pPorcn1 • NlJI .I. ; II stnndurd onsuu ·tt r 
II I iolng I otll 
II{ {/\FX_D/\TA( MoinMcnu.Dls) 
cnum { IDD• IDD_M/\INMJ:!NU_l IAl,CXl }: 
II N< TE: 1J1 'lo~sWiwrd will od I dow 111 •11100r h 1 
Ill }AFXJ)ATA 
II 'lus~Wii.ord gen ·rutod virtual fun 1io11 o rTid • 
II{ (AFX_ VIRTUAL( MoinMcnuOlg) 
protected: 
virtual void OoDutuEx h11.ng • 'DuluEx •hangc• pl X): II I DX/I l)V upport 
//) }AFX_ Vllt'l'UAL 
II bnfll :mcnl.oti()t·t 
pr 1 't id: 
h •11~1n 
h 1 l~.1111io11 101 
lt~rnmm"1 
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HICON m_hlcon; 
II Generated message map functions 
//{ {AFX_MSO(CMainMcnuDlg) 
virtual BOOL OnlnitDiologQ; 
afx_lTlllg void OnSy!ICommand(UINT nlD. I.PA.RAM lf>nmrn); 
afx_msg void OnPointQ; 
afx_m.,g HCURSOR OnQucryDrnglconO; 
virtual void OnCancclO; 
afx_msg void OnData.PclajarO; 
afx_msg void OnSubjekO; 
ofx_msg void OnKursusSemester(); 
afx_msg void OnKeputu8ll.llQ; 
afx_msg void OoTahunJ>clajarO; 
afx_msg void OnMajorO; 
afx_msg void OnPcncranganO; 
//) )AFX_MSO 
afx_msg LRESULT OnR.eooEveot(WPARAM,LPARAM); II i add the speech oode bere.for SAPI handle 
DECLARE _MESSAOE_ MAPO 
}; 
//{ {AFX_INSERT_LOCATI N)} 
II Microsoft Visual C++ will insert additional declarations immediately before I.be previous lino. 
#endif//ldcfined(AFX_MAINMENUDLO_H_7DOCDD67_8 38_1105_AIDE_C2ESAOSD252B_INCLUDED 
4.0.4 MainMenuDlg.cpp 
II MainMcnuOlg.cpp : implementation file 
II 
#include • tdafx.h' 
#include "MainMcnlLh" 
#include "MainMonuDlg.h" 
#ifrJef D BUG 
#dclioo now DIIBU NEW 
#undefTI-OS_FILE - 
static char THIS_F!LE(I • _Fn.E_; 
#cndif 
#include "main.h" 
#define WM_REC EVENT WM_US R+I 
11111IIllIIII111II111111I111111111 I Ill Ill/ I ////I Ill 1111II1111III11 /I/ I/ I I I/ I/ 
II CAboutDlg dieloS used for App About 
olon AboutDlg : public CDial g 
( 
public: 
CAboutDlgO; 
II OiolOQ Onto 
II( (AJ-'X_l)A'l'A( Aboutl)ls) 
oow:n I D • IDD_ 'D X ); 
//) }J\l'IX_I I\ 1'A 
II 'In tWiZl!.rd gct\Cflll~I vinuol fut l on ovt!tfi 
//( ( AJIX. VIR11JAJ l\h6oU)ls) 
f i~: 
vlttuol v >kl Dor · m1.txuh&ft4\c{ 'O.u1U~os • p X); II DI Xlt)J V 1uprwt 
//) )AfX. Vitti Al. 
II lm11l«L ~latlon 
Pf{)«l()t I: 
//( !AFX .. MSO( AhlMJ)ll\) 
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II} }APX_MSO 
DECLARE_MESSACJE_MAf}O 
}; 
CAboutDlg::CAboutDlg0: CDialog(CAb<JutDlg::IDD) 
{ 
II{ {APX_l)ATA_INIT(CAhoutDlg) 
II} )N7X_DATA_fNIT 
void CAboutDlg: :DoDataExchange(CDatoExclumgc• pl)X) 
{ 
CDialog::DoOataEx.changc(pDX); 
II{ {AFX_DATA_MAP( Aboutlrlg) 
II} }AFX_l)ATA_MAP 
BEOfN _MESSAOE_MAP(CAboutDlg, CDialog) 
II{ {AFX_MSO_MAP(CAboutDlg) 
11 No message handlers 
II) }AFX_MS 1_MAP 
END_MESSAOE_MAPO 
lllllllllllll!llllllllll!l!lll/ll!lll!llll///lllllllllllll/lllll/l//lllllll/l 
II CMainMcnuDlg dialog 
CMoinMcnuDlg:: MainMcnuDlg( .Wnd" pPurcnl t••N J,J,•I) 
: CDialog(CMoinMcnuDlg::IDD, pl'arent) 
II{ {AFX_DATA_INIT(CMoinMt'llu01s) 
II NOTE: the 'Jos. Wizard will odd member initinhzation here 
II) }AFX_DATA_fNIT 
II Note thol Loadlcon doc not require u ubsequen: Destro Icon in Win32 
m_hlcon • Afi<OctApp()->Lood.loon(fDR_MAINFRAME); 
void CMuinMc:muDlg::DoDotuExchangc(CDotaExchangc• pDX) 
{ 
CDiolog::l)oDouiExchangc(pDX); 
II{ {AFX_DA'fA_MAP MoinMcnuDlg 
II NOTE: the ClussWb..urd will odd ODX und DOV calls here 
II) }AFX_DATA_MAP 
DE tlN_MlJSSAOll_MAJ>(CM11inMc."flu{)lg, 'Dilllog) 
II{ {AfX_MSO_MAJ)( MoinMcnuDls) 
N_ WM_SYSC MMANDQ 
N WM PAINT 
oN:wM:QLJERYDRA I ON 
N_l3N_ LI KEO I _O Tf'ONI, 1DoUJPolojur 
ON_J)N_ 'LICKl2D(l[X:_UUTl'ON2, OnSubjek) 
ON BN 'I.I KEI II ' n !TON , OnKu usSl:n1 t r 
oN:oN: 'L.I KHD(I ·:mrrroN<1, nnKcputUSllJi) 
N_ON_ LI 'K :r I '_B 'ITON , OnTuhu11P lujllr 
ON_flN_ 'LI 'K£D(IDC_DlJrl'ON6, OnMn'or 
N WM Dl\STROY II need to udd 
oN:uN_-·u 'KED(ll '_PliNHRANOAN, Onl'ctlct'tlll(Ylll) 
//} )AFX_Ml:!O_MAP 
N_MESSl\Clll(WM_Jll! 'OHVliNT,(}1tll 11) II otl<l m1111unll 
ENL)_Ml~S8AC11i_MM 
lllll/llll/llllll/llllllll/11/lllllllllllllllllll/lllllll/llllllllfllllllllll 
II 'M lnMenul lit m ile, hrtmll 1 
l)O< I. 
{ 
·1 i11los·.t)nlnill loin~ ; 
II tJd " I 1m , " menu ll in 10 ii at m 1n nu 
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II JDM_ABOUTBOX must be in the aystem commend range, 
ASSERT((lDM_ABOUTB X &. OxFFFO)- IDM_ABO\JJ'BOX); 
ASSERT(l.DM~ABOUIOOX < Oi<FOOO); 
CMenu • pSyaMenu • OctSyst.cmMenu(F ALSE); 
if (pSysMenu I• NULL) 
{ 
CString strAboutMenu; 
strAboutMcnu.LoodString(IDS_ABOUTBOX); 
if (!str AboutMcnu. lsEmptyO) 
{ 
pSysMenu->Appond.Menu(MF _SEP ARA TOR); 
pSysMonu->Appcnd.Mcnu(MF _STRING, IDM_ABOUTBOX, 5trAboutMenu); 
II Set the icon for thia dialog. The framework does this automati.cally 
II when the application's main window is not o dialog 
Scdooo(m_hJcon, TRUE); II Set big icon 
Setloon(m_hlcon, FALSE); II Set small icon 
i ftl lnitiali7.eSapi0) 
{ 
F'inishSapiO; 
PostM.cs5age(WM_ CLOSE); 
USES CONVERSI N; 
CString welcome .. "Sel.amat Dotang Ko Speech Repository System"; 
CString welcomo2• "Nama Sayo ialoh Speech"; 
CString welcome)• "SiJa MulAlran"; 
s_opVoic.c->Spoak(f2W(wclcomc),::U1F _ASYNC NULL); 
IL opVoicc->Spoak(1'2W(wclcome2).SPP _AB YNC.NULL); 
s._opVoic.c->Speek(1'2W(woloomc3),SPF _ASYN ,NULL); 
II TOOO: Add extra in.itiali:r.ation here 
return TRUE; II return TRUE unlca you set the foc1a,, too control 
void CMainM.enuDlg::OnSyaCommand(UlNT nlD, LPARAM IParam) 
{ 
if ((nlD & OxFFFO) - lDM_ABOlllOOX) 
{ 
CAboutOlg dlgAbout: 
dlgAbout. DoModlllO: 
} 
else 
( 
COUaJns::OnSysCommand(olD, IParam); 
11 lf you odd a mini!llizo butt.on to your dialog. yw will need the code below 
II to draw the ioun. For MFC applioaliona uiins tho documcnt/viow o:iodcl, 
II thi1 i1 aut0011tiC8JI dooc for yw by the frlmcwork. 
void MoinMenuDlg::Onf>11lnt 
{ 
lf(l•louu1 
I 
WM .. 1 ON ltA flUK:ON , (WPARAM) do.ClotS11lbl Ide , 0 ; 
(Ii 'XI 'tlN)~ 
(!iM __ 'YI '(JN): 
I: 
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GctClicntRcct(&rcct); 
int x •(reel. Width - ex Icon I 12; 
int y • (rect.l lcightO - eylcon ·t· 1) 12; 
II Draw the icon 
dc.Druwlcorux, y, m_hlcon); 
} 
else 
CDiolog::OnPointO; 
II The system coils this to obtain the cursor to display while the user drags 
II the minimized window. 
HCURSOR CMoinMcnuDlg: :OnQll(;-ryDroglcon 
{ 
return (llCURSOR) m_hJoon; 
void CMainMenuDlg: :OnCancclO 
{ 
II TOOO: Add extra cleanup here 
CDiolog::OnConccl ; 
void CMainMcnuOlg::On011tol'clojorO 
{ 
II TOOO: Add your control notification handler code hero 
USES NVERSI N; 
cp V~licu->S1)Cl)k(l'2 W( "proce 8").SPF _Mi YN ',NUl.1.); 
ShcllExccutc(NULL,"Opcn•,• ':\\Progrnm Files\\WEK 9902 1\\SRn'SSRS 
1.0\\Pendof\aronPclojor.exc",NULL,NULl.,SW _Sl IOWNORMAL); 
void 'M11inML'l1uDlg::OnSubjckO 
II TOOO: Add our control notification hnndlcr code here 
U ES NVERSION; 
s, cp v-;icc->Spcak(l'2 W("pnxx.'Ss "),SPF_ AS YNC ,NULL); 
ShcllExooutc(NUl.L,"Opcn"," :\\Progrom Files\\WEK 990231\\SRn'SSRS 
1.0\\&.'llll.llliPcllljorlk:utKUJ'llu.~.IJXC",NULl.,NULI .,SW _SI lOWNORMAL); 
) 
void MoinMenuDlg::OnKursusStmcstcrQ 
{ 
II TOOO: Add our control notilicntion handler oodc l\CfO 
SES ONVHRSI N; 
g_cpVc>ioo->Spook:(T2W('procc. "),Sl1F_ASYN ,NULL); 
ShcllExccutc(NVU.,"Opun"," ':\\Progrom File \\WllK 9lQ 1\\.'il{n'SSl~S 
1,0\\KursusOiwwurk:un,c u" ,NULL,NUI .I .,SW _SI IOWNORMAL ; 
} 
void MninMenuJ)lg::OnKcpulllllnn 
II TOIX): /\dd •out llltrul not 11 1ion h1rnJIUI' · lo her 
usus, c NVBRSION; 
pVui 81 · k(l W("1 · 8"),SIJ(l_l\liYN ',NtJl.I.), 
Sir llUx ut NUl,t.!<1t · 11•,• ':\\Pro~rtun 1:11 \\WI ' 1)' l • 1\\.~lln'SHIHi 
1.0\\K )UllJilll.llllellljllr, . ',NUl.L,NUI .1,,sw _s1 lOWNOnMAI.); 
} 
\)Id 
I 
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ShcUExteute(NlJLL,"Open","C:\\Progrum File~\\WEK 990231\\SRn'SSRS 
1.0\\Pelaja.rl.kutTahun.oxo" ,NULL.NULL.SW _SI-I WNOl~MAL); 
} 
void CMain.MenuDlg: :OnMajorO 
{ 
II TOOO: Add your control notiflcation handler cede hero 
//McssagcBox("K.amu telah memilih fung.,i <<Major»."); 
USES CONVERSION; 
g_cpVoice->Spealc(T2W("prooess"),SPF _ASYNC,NLJLL): 
ShellEx.ecute(NlJLL,"Open","C:\\Progmm Files\\WEK 990231\\SRn'SSRS 
1.0\\Pelajarl.kutMajor.cxe• ,NULL,NULL,SW _ SHOWNORMAL); 
} 
bool CMainMcnuDlg::lnitializ.cSapiO 
{ 
if (F AILED(Coloitiali.7.e(NULL))) { 
AfxMessogcBox("Error starting COM"): 
return false; 
HRESULT bRcs'"' IL opEngioe.CoCroatclnstaocc(CLSID _ SpShared.Rcoogniur); 
if(FAILED(bRes)) { 
AfxMessagcBox("Error starting SAP!"); 
return false; 
bRcs "'g_ opEogioe->CrcatcRcooCootext(&g_ cpRcooCtxt); 
if (F AILED(hRcs)) { 
AfxMc1811goBox("Brror creating eoetext"); 
return false; 
hRca • g_cpRcooCtxt->SctNotifyWindowMonage(m_hWnd, WM_REC BVENT, 0, O); 
if (F AILED(hRcs )) { 
AfxMcssllgoBox("Ermr creating notification window"); 
return folt1C; 
hRca • g_cpRcooCtxt->Sctlntcre3t(SPFEl(SPBl_RECOONl'l10N), SPr:EH(SPEl_JlBC NIT! N)); 
if(FAILED(hRes)) { 
AfxMcue.goOox("Error creating inltnltt .. Heriomlyj; 
return false: 
hRcs • g_opRcooCtxt-><..'nxltc:iOrammar(O, & cpCmdOnunmu); 
if (FAfLllD(hRcs)) { 
AfxMcssagcBox("BITT!f cn:ating grtunn_lllJ'"); 
rot um Iii lso·, 
hRce • cpCmdOnmunar-> l.AlldtnidFrotnRC!l(:lUl'OO( 
NULL ... 
MAKBINTRflSOUR • W(l0R_8APIO) 
L"SR RAMMAR", 
MAKUt.ANOID( LANO_Nl\ rRAl., SUUL.AN _NHlfll{AJJ). tWW_OYNAMI ); 
lf(FAIL D(bRo) ( 
AO<McMtBcllo ("rtrror ()(Olltlt18 (Vl.immlr rut~'); 
l'CrtUITI fnl , 
il"1 l)()W I l«I f\{I, fo ill\ffll.Od 
Ri.ilttukli'il.l!t (NlJl.t, N1J1;1,, 1w1u; cnvu : 
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return false; 
hkes = s_cpRccoCtxt->Oe1.Voicc(&g_cpVoioo); 
if(FACLED(hRes)) 
{ 
AfxMessagcBox("Error creating voice"); 
return false; 
return true; 
LRESUl,'f CMainMcnuOlg::OnRccoEvcnt(WPARAM wf'aram, LPARAM IPnrnm 
II Event helper class 
CSpEvcnt event; 
II Loop processing events while there arc nny in the queue 
while (evcnt.Oetfrorn(g_cpRccoCtxt) = S_OK) 
{ 
II Look at recognition event only 
switch (cvent.eEventld) 
{ 
case SPEI RECOGNITION: 
-Excculc ommandfuvcnt.Rocokcsult 
brook; 
return O; 
void C Mo inMcnul)lg: :Exoou1cCornmand(I SpPhmsc •pPhmsc) 
{ 
SPPHRASE •pElemcnts; 
II 1cl the phrase elements, one of which is the rule id we specified in 
II the grammar. Switch on it to figure out which command wns recognized. 
if SUCCEEDI:!D(pPhrosc->Getl'hru e &pElcmcnls))) 
{ 
switch ( pElcmcnts->Rulc.ulld) 
{ 
case VID_Mnin ··ornmand: 
{ 
const SPl,l LRASL~PROPERTY •pf~p - pl!le:tfll)llli Properti 
wltilll (pP op ( 
swi1ch(pPro1 vVul11c.ulV11l 
{ 
ease VID_D11111Pclaj11r: 
$ Vil S1udcn1lufomu111 n, 
- Onl utnPclojur 
break: 
is Vll))iuhj1ik: 
VII Sub' I' 
- 011Subj k 
hr tk. 
VII K putu 1lll: 
llft VII H Miii!. 
- < )nK putu .ttn 
hr _ k; 
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} break; 
II Free the pElcments memory which was allocated for us 
::CoTaskMemFroc(pElemcnts); 
void CMai.nMcnuDlg::FinishSapiQ 
{ 
II Rcloa1C grammar, iflo.dcd 
ifCs._cpCmdOmrnmo.r) { 
g_cpCmdOnunm11r.RclcelC(); 
II Relea11e rtlOOQl'lition oonlOXt, if orcatod 
ifCs._opR.oooCt~I) ( 
oplt lllt->S«Noti(YStolc:(NUt.L : 
opRoooCtxtRolllll 
II RoJoii 1\I008Jlilioo llf\6loo ln.ianoo. Ir tod 
r opltnalnc) { 
pl'og nc,R-IC!i )~ 
void Mt nMoooJ)lj:.()oJ _t 
( 
ease VID _ TahtmPcli\ior: 
01uc VID_ TohunPoli\}llr2: 
ooao VIO YoarOISt11don1: 
- OnTnhtmPelojar(); 
break; 
case VID_Major; 
OnMajor(); 
break; 
case VID Close: 
case VID)'utup: 
OnCanoctO: 
break; 
case VID Minimize: 
case VID=Minim.izeMoloy: 
SpccchMinimize(); 
break; 
case VID Maximil.c: 
case VID=Moximize.Malay: 
SpccchMax.imize(); 
break; 
case VI 0 Restore: 
case v ID )u:storoMallly: 
'pooohRcstore(); 
break; 
case vro_Hclp; 
case VIO_Tolong: 
OoPcncnmga 
break; 
pf'rop • pProp->pNoxtSibling; 
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FinishSapiQ; 
void CMainM<:nul)l13::SpccchMinimi1.e 
{ 
AfxOclMainWndQ->ShowWindow(SW _SI IOWMINIMIZ.ED); II minimize mninfrnrne 
void CMainMcnuJ)lg::SpccchMaximi7.C 
{ 
Afx:OctMainWnd ->ShowWindow(SW _SI I WMAXrMIZED; II maximize mainframe 
void CMuinMcnuDlg::SpcoohRcstorcO 
{ 
J\fxGclMainWndQ->ShowWindow(SW _RESTC RE); 
void MuinMenuD113::0nPcnt.·11.mgun 
{ 
II TOOO: Add your control notification handler code hero 
AboutDls dig; 
dlg.Dolvlodalf); 
4.1 Header Used for peech 
4.1.1 Main.h 
lldcfinc VU)_DaUJPclojnr 91 
lldclinc VID_Subjck 92 
lldclino VII) Kursu, Semester 9 
lldefmc VIO:Kcputusun 94 
lldcfmc V!D_TuhunPclujor 95 
lldcfino VII _ M ijor 9 
II define V l D _Toh1mPulttjor2 97 
lldclinc VIO tudentlnformation 101 
lldcfinc VtD)ubjl)(lt 102 
lldolinc VU) 'cmcs1.c· 'curse: 10 
lldefine VID-Rcsull 104 
lldclin V ID -y · uDP.Stud ·111 I 0 
lldcfinc Vll)-Moin .omrnund I 0 
lldclin VII )un tit n I 
lldclin VU)_llclp 214 
lld•lin'Vll _Tolong I 
lldcfinc VII Minimil 20 
lldelino Vll)-Mnxirnil 221 
lldolinc VID-Minimil Mnln 22 
lid fin VII :Muxinr.i1 •Mulu • 
111 lln Vll)_H • li:lf 4 
VII _H •sH'' Mulu • 
VII 
Main.h w1s us ·d for spe ·ch to r· o nize tho "VI Numc" in MuinMcnu program. or 
different of fun tion th ·r. or Jift ·r ... nt of nnm '. l~xom1 I• like: 
• P ndaflarun ~, • • h.h 
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• SenaraiSpeech.h 
• KursusDitawarkanSpeech. h 
• KeputusanSpeech.h 
• PelajarTahunSpeech.h 
• PelajarMajorSpeech.h 
This kind of header file create by grammar compiler. It will translate user's XML source 
code to •.cfg (context free grammar) and •.h header file. •.cfg file was in binary format 
and can't be show here. 
4.1.2 Main.xml 
<GRAMMAR LANGID•"409"> 
<DEFINE> 
<ID NAME•"VID_DataPelajar" VAL•"91"1> 
<ID NAME•"VID_Subjek" VAL•"92"/> 
<ID NAME•"VID_KLnusSemestet" VAL•"93"1> 
<ID NAME•"VID_Keputuaan• VAL•"94"/> 
<ID NAME•"VID_ Tatu1Pelaj1r" VAL•"95"1> 
<ID NAME•"VID_Major" VAL•"96"/> 
<ID NAME•"VID_ Tatu1P~jar2" VAL•"97"1> 
<ID NAME•"VIO_Studentlnformatlon" VAL•"101"/> 
<ID NAME•"VID_Subjecf' VAL.•"102"1> 
<ID NAME•"VID SemeaterCoU111e1" VAL•"103"/> 
<ID NAME•"VID=Reault" VAL•"104"1> 
<ID NAME•"VID_ YearOfStudent" VAL•"105"/> 
<ID NAME•"VID MalnCommand" VAL•"1~"1> 
<ID NAME•"VID:Funotlon" VAL•"13"/> 
<ID NAME•"VID_Help" VAL•"214"1> 
<ID NAME•"VID_Tolong"VAL•"215"/> 
<ID NAME•"VID Minimize" VAL•'720"f> 
<ID NAME•"VID-Maxlmlze" VAL•"22t"I> 
<ID NAME•"VID:MlnlmlzeMalay" VAL•71TI> 
<ID NAME•"VIO_MaxlmlzeMalay" VAL•"223"1> 
<ID NAME•"VID Restoce" VAL•"224"1> 
<ID NAME•"VID=RestoreMelay" VAL•"225"f> 
<ID NAME•"VID_CloM" VAL•"255"1> 
<ID NAME•"VIO_ Tutup" VAL•"25e"/> 
</DEFINE> 
<AULE IO-"VID_MeloComm1nd" TOPL vt!L•"ACTIVE"> 
<P>Sp ech</P> 
<O>pieeto<IO> 
-<O>~n</O 
<O>n.rt.c:JO> 
-<O> x out <10> 
O>t14i<IO> 
'('0 rnvitk1n</O 
O>ml!lli.c:JO> 
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<P> 
<RULEREF REFID='VID_Functlon"/> 
</P> 
</RULE> 
<RULE ID='VID_Function"> 
<L PROPID='VID_Functlon"> 
<P VAL='VID_DataPelajar">maklumat<O>per la jar</O></P> 
<P V AL='VID _ Subjek">Subjek</P> 
<P VAL='VID_KursusSemester">Kursus Semester</P> 
<P VAL='VID _ Keputusan">Keputusan</P> 
<P VAL='VID_ TahunPelajar">Tar phun<O>per la jar</O></P> 
<P VAL='VID_TahunPelajar2">Tar phune</P> 
<P VAL='VID_Major">Major</P> 
<P VAL='VID_Studentlnformation">Student lnformation</P> 
<P VAL='VID_Subject">Subject</P> 
<P VAL='VID SemesterCourses">Semester Courses</P> 
<P VAL='Vll:[Result"><O>Student</O>Resutt</P> 
<P VAL='VID_ YearOfStudenr> Year Of Student</P> 
<P VAL='VID_Close">Close main<O> program</O></P> 
<P VAL='VID_Tutup">Tutup<O> program </O>utama</P> 
<P VAL='VID_Minimlze">mlnlmlze maln<O> program</O></P> 
<P VAL='VID_MinimlzeMalay">mlnlmlze <O> program </O>utama</P> 
<P VAL='VID_Maximlze">maximlze maln<O> program</O></P> 
<P VAL='VID_MaximizeMalay">maximlze <O> program </O>utama</P> 
<P VALa:'VID_Restore">restore maln<O> program</O></P> 
<P VAL•'VID_RestoreMalay">restore <O> program </O>utama</P> 
<P VAL.,'VID_Help">Help <O>me</O></P> 
<P VAla'VID_Tolong">Tor Hong <O> saya</O></P> 
</L> 
</RULE> 
</GRAMMAR> 
In order to create Main.hand Main.cfg for system to recognize our command, we need to 
u e Grammer ompiler and compile it. Next we hould repeat the compile proce s but 
this time we run in dos mode. o to the program path where the Main.xml place and 
type this command: 
gc.exe lo main.cfg /h main.h main.xml 
Jf compile succes , it will appear main.h and muin.cfg inside the arne dire t a 
main.xml placed. So it means b fore th compilation, main.h and rnain.cfg wa not. 
appear in thut path. 
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